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JI Designers Alex Remiticado and Connor Flora Picture pictured in Hout Bay, South 
Africa 
Abstract 
 The City Cottage Education Center is a new school model which allows students from 
around the world to collaborate on local issues. City Cottage allows students in rural classrooms 
access to education anywhere in the world through live-streaming interaction. This eliminates 
disproportional access to education based on geographic location and allows broad 
perspectives on global issues. Construction on the Education Center is set to begin July 2018.  
 
The construction demands for this project was done in partnership with Journeyman 
International, a humanitarian organization based in San Luis Obispo, California. The design for 
the Education Center was a collaboration between University Students in the field of 
Architecture, Structural Engineering, and Construction Management in pursuit of their respective 
Senior Thesis Requirements. The following report documents the design process of the two 
Structural Engineering students, Alex Remiticado and Connor Flora, in their adjustment to 
humanitarian design and commitment to a constructible final project. 
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JI’s motto - “Build What Matters 
Most” 
Project Introduction 
A. What is Journeyman 
International? 
Journeyman International (JI) is a not for profit 
humanitarian organization founded by Cal Poly Alumnus 
Daniel Wiens (Construction Management ’09.) The 
mission of JI is to provide the developing world with 
design solutions for environmental and social obstacles 
in a given region. JI pairs teams of young professionals 
and senior students in the building design profession 
with clients from around the world in order to design 
sustainable spaces that improve the community around 
them. JI and its designers face a wide variety of challenges and situations not often seen in the 
American building design industry. Designing in the developing world provides a unique 
challenge for senior students moving into a professional environment. 
B. Why JI? 
Project Engineers Alex Remiticado and Connor Flora found that their personal values 
and professional goals aligned with the mission of JI. Alex and Connor both sought to utilize 
their Cal Poly Architectural Engineering (ARCE) education to create an impact in society. Their 
hard work in an intensive undergraduate program culminating in a report and presentation did 
not satisfy their personal and professional goals. Alex and Connor were good friends throughout 
their time at Cal Poly and realized that their goals for a senior thesis project aligned.  
 
 Having originated at Cal Poly, JI recruited primarily at the university’s College of 
Architecture and Environmental Design (CAED.) JI found most of its Project Engineers through 
Cal Poly’s Structural Engineers Association of California (SEAOC), of which both Alex and 
Connor were both members. All of this made JI an excellent avenue through which Alex and 
Connor could complete their senior thesis. 
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C. The Project 
 The selection of a specific building project was the next step after the connection with JI 
was made. JI projects are typically on a smaller scale and therefore only require the work of one 
Project Engineer. This made the request for Alex and Connor to work as a team an unusual one 
for the organization, as it would require a larger project. JI had three such projects available: an 
orphanage in Nepal, a church in Rwanda, and a youth development center in South Africa. 
Daniel Wiens encouraged the youth center in South Africa due to a good knowledge of the area 
and a working relationship with the project’s client. The design of this facility was to be similar to 
a primary school and would be used by a large community, thus being suitable for a team of two 
Project Engineers. 
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Speedo Mdaka, prominent South 
African businessman and 
community Organizer 
The Speedo Mdaka Legacy Project: 
Initial Project Background 
A. Project Introduction 
The Speedo Mdaka Legacy Project was a youth 
empowerment center, named after Vuyani Mawethu “Speedo” 
Mdaka. Speedo was a successful businessman and 
community leader in Ngcobo, South Africa and was killed in 
2015 in a traffic accident. His son and business partner, 
Kanya Mdaka, pursued this project to continue his father’s 
passion for community service and education.  
 
 Understanding project demands first required the 
design team to understand the surrounding community. The 
project was in Ngcobo: a town in South Africa’s Eastern 
Cape. The team’s understanding of a “town” and the South 
African town structure were misaligned. The South African 
town lacked the civil structure of an American town, such as infrastructure and a city center. 
Ngcobo was rather a collection of small villages occupied by different families and tribes. This 
lack of infrastructure created a lack in the educational resources available in urban 
environments. 
 
 Before his death, Speedo Mdaka worked to build an educational facility and fill this void. 
The mission of his education center was to provide lessons in sustainable governance, justice, 
and agriculture to youth in Ngcobo. His philosophy stepped away from the existing system, 
which only utilized knowledge passed down within one family or tribe. Moving against isolation 
allowed collaboration within the village, as well as collaboration between the village and the 
outside world. After Speedo’s death in 2015 Kanya continued his mission. Having a working 
history with Daniel, JI was his choice for design and construction.  
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Map displaying global Wind Speed at 80m elevation  
B. Environmental Hazards 
Site Analysis was the first step in structural design. The Project Engineers approached 
this having only worked in seismic zones on the West Coast of the U.S. However, wind was the 
prevailing physical hazard in Ngcobo. The Engineering Team’s ARCE education focused 
primarily on seismic design and feared an inadequate knowledge of wind design. 
 
 In addition to 
physical environmental 
hazards, there were also 
human environmental 
hazards. The Design 
Team would not face the 
same economic, social, or 
political conditions they 
would in the U.S. A to 
building codes and 
budget was much 
different in South Africa. This 
difference in design standards 
created greater obstacles for the design team than the physical environment. This, however, 
was the challenge the Design Team sought in humanitarian design and would provide an 
opportunity to adapt and solve problems.   
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Luke Dolby (left) and Daniel Wiens 
(right) pictured on site in Malawi 
Project Issues and Resolutions 
A. Trouble in Ngcobo 
Problems arose that the Design Team were not prepared for. After the Engineering 
Team received the final design from the Architect, Xianlong Zheng, Daniel Wiens disclosed a 
conflict. There were disagreements between the client and the Architect, but the problems 
seemed resolvable. Shortly after, Daniel informed the team the project was suspended until 
further notice. The client could not concede their demands and come to a resolution. This 
disheartened the team as the project went from secure to scrapped in a short time. 
 
For the Engineering Team this was a school project, meaning certain deadlines needed 
to be met. The Design Team worried if this was possible without a client.  
B. Luke Dolby and City Cottage: The Transition to Malawi 
A new client took on the project almost 
immediately. Luke Dolby, an English teacher in New 
Jersey, is the founder of ‘Build A School,’ a charity 
that builds classrooms in the developing world. Luke 
sought the existing design for his City Cottage 
project. City Cottage would be a facility utilizing 
webcams to connect classrooms in Malawi to the 
rest of the world. This will allow Malawians access 
to educational resources not physically present. 
 
The use of City Cottage matched the use of 
the Speedo Mdaka Center, meaning the 
Architectural design would require little change. 
After review, Luke confirmed he desired no change 
to the Architect’s design concept. This allowed the Design Team to resume the project where it 
stopped in South Africa. 
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C. New Site, New Design Considerations 
The new site was 2,000 miles away from Ngcobo, presenting new environmental 
hazards. In Malawi, seismic forces prevailed over wind forces, changing the approach to lateral 
design. Additionally, Malawi had stiffer soil and wetter climate than South Africa. This 
discouraged the use of wood and increased foundation demand.  
 
The human environment changed as well. Malawi is the 5th poorest country in the world, 
presenting more restrictions on budget and resource availability. Additionally, the government 
has looser building codes than South Africa. This created a greater disconnect between the 
intent of our design and construction practices in Malawi. 
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3D rendering by Architect Xianlong Zheng 
Building Design 
A. Architectural Design Process 
Early collaboration between the Architect, Client, and Engineering Team was essential 
to design success. All three parties lived in different time zones, limiting available meeting times. 
Several Skype meetings allowed the design team to effectively communicate and agree upon 
project direction. In retrospect, the limitations of this communication likely contributed to 
disagreements in South Africa. This meeting format continued successfully when the project 
moved to Malawi. 
 
Xianlong created his design concept from these meetings. The two environmental 
hazards dictating design were rainwater and cooling. Pitched roofs and onsite rainwater 
collection made use of Malawi’s rainy seasons. Maximizing ventilation would allow cooling 
without air conditioning. Additionally, the design called for two school buildings connected by 
one roof, creating another lateral consideration. 
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Steel Roof Truss system seen on a school project site in 
Lilongwe, Malawi 
Connections to a Rammed Earth Shear Wall seen 
in Lilongwe, Malawi 
B. Structural Design Process 
a. Gravity 
 The tropical environment 
required a pitched, waterproof roof 
system. South African Steel was the 
most available resource with water 
resistance in Malawi. The Engineering 
Team determined a sheet metal roof with 
steel trusses would satisfy structural and 
architectural needs. Steel trusses 
allowed the open spaces desired in a 
classroom environment. 
 
The design called for irregular shaped 
roofs. Sizing the trusses required one design for each building, shown in the Structural 
Calculations on page G-1. Fifteen trusses, however, would be detailed for construction, shown 
in the Structural Drawings on S3.3 through S3.6. In Malawi, labor is cheaper than materials, the 
opposite of the United States. A simple design with more fabrication requirements was optimal. 
b. Lateral 
Seismic forces governed the lateral 
loading. Seismic forces in Lilongwe, Malawi 
were determined to be compatable to those of 
Sacramento, California. Shear walls were the 
cheapest lateral system available due to low 
material cost and minimal labor. Thus, Rammed 
Earth Shear Walls were chosen as the primary 
Lateral Force Resisting System, shown in 
Appendix G. Rammed Earth strength was 
comparable to a 12” masonry shear wall, as 
shown in Appendices A, C, and D of this report.  
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Shear Wall layout required careful consideration as two buildings shared one roof 
diaphragm. To resolve these issues, the engineers chose a layout in which majority of the shear 
walls run in perpendicular, orthogonal directions and utilize steel angles as braces. This drags 
the lateral load from the roof diaphragm down to the walls. Any wall that does not have a steel 
brace dragging load into it was not considered a shear wall. Reinforcing and Boundary Element 
requirements were calculated using SP Column software. Diaphragm Forces and requirements 
are shown beginning on page M-1 of the Structural Calculations. 
c. Foundation 
An excel sheet calculated reinforcing and 
sizing requirements for shear wall foundations. This 
sheet accounted for shear, moment, and 
overturning capacities based given foundation 
dimension and reinforcing. Soil pressure would 
dictate these capacities, requiring a geological 
assessment by Malawian Engineers.  
d. Detailing 
 Detailing was the most challenging portion 
of the structural design. Construction practices in 
Malawi differed from those in the U.S. Clear 
direction was necessary for Malawian contractors. 
For this reason, the Engineering Team focused on 
construction details during site visits in Malawi. 
Seeing their practices in action guided the 
Engineering Team when calculating details, shown 
in section M of the calculation package, and 
drawing details, shown on pages S3.0 - S3.6 and S1.1 - S1.2 of the Structural Drawings.  
Steel and Masonry Connection Details 
observed on a project site visit in Lilongwe. 
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C. Unique Learning Opportunities 
The structural design required critical thinking and intuition. The shear wall system used 
a material unknown to the Engineering Team, requiring careful considerations. Independent 
research and lessons from their ARCE education were combined to design Rammed Earth. 
These obstacles represented real-world situations encountered in industry. Researching new 
construction methods, design team collaboration, and trial and error design approaches are 
situations faced in the professional world. 
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Our Host Family’s home just outside of Lilongwe 
Project Travel 
A. Our Itinerary 
a. 27 AUG - 29 
AUG 2017 
Connor and Alex 
embarked on a 32-hour trip 
from San Francisco, 
California to Lilongwe, 
Malawi.  This journey 
consisted of about 22 hours 
of flights and 10 hours in 
layover time in Washington 
D.C. and Addis Ababa while moving forward 10 hours.  They left San Francisco 
at 11:49PM PST on August 27 and arrived in Lilongwe at 12:50PM on August 29. 
 
Connor and Alex were greeted by two members of their host family, 
Grieve and Zizi, and their driver for the week, Elias.  Formal introductions were 
made and, immediately, the group left the airport to visit the construction site of 
an expansion of the Lilongwe Technical College.  The tour was led by an 
Architect named Leonard.  The tour familiarized Connor and Alex with the typical 
construction means and methods in Lilongwe. 
 
Following the site visit, Grieve and Zizi led the group to the popular 
“game” market where they purchased water and assisted Connor and Alex in 
acquiring Malawian currency (Kwacha).  Finally, the group headed to the host 
family’s home in the Chilawende Village where Connor and Alex were introduced 
to the remaining members of the host family and, later, fed dinner. 
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Elephants observed from our car in Liwonde National 
Park, Malawi 
b. 30 AUGUST 2017 
 Connor and Alex were given a walking tour of the host family’s home and 
garden early in the morning.  Following the tour, the family brought everyone 
upstairs for tea and bread, accompanied by discussion about typical Malawian 
life and shared stories between the family and the engineers.  This was typical 
for each morning.   
  
 Soon after, Elias arrived at the house to take Connor and Alex to the 
MACSTEEL distribution center just outside of Lilongwe.  The purpose of this visit 
was to familiarize the engineers with the steel that they would be designing with 
as well as showing them the selection of steel they had to choose from.  All 
materials were documented by the engineers while a representative from 
MACSTEEL led a general tour of what their company is and what they do. 
  
The tour was followed by lunch at a local shopping plaza where the host     
family then purchased ingredients for dinner back at home.   
c. 31 AUGUST 2017 
 The day started at about 3:40am.  Connor and Alex wake up early to 
Elias arriving at the home with his rental car to bring them and other members of 
the host family to Liwonde National Park, which is about 3-4 hours away from the 
village.  The drive took a full 4 hours, with some stops along the way, and they 
arrive at the park at about 8:00 am.   
 
A tour guide 
hops into the car and 
guides the group 
through the park and 
describes everything 
about the park itself as 
well as every animal that 
was encountered.  
There was a spot near a 
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lagoon in the park where everyone was able to hop out and walk around to get a 
better look at some of the animals.  Some of the animals encountered included: 
elephants, water bucks, hippos, crocodiles, antelope, baboons, and many more.   
 
Following the visit to the park, the group visited a lodge alongside Lake 
Malawi, owned by a friend of Grieve, Annie.  Annie was born in England and 
moved to Malawi about 2 years prior to Connor and Alex’s visit.  The visit to 
Annie’s lodge was very brief, lasting only about an hour.  The group departed 
from Annie’s lodge on the lake and began their 4 hour drive home. 
 
d. 1 SEPTEMBER 2017 
 The day started at around 6:30 am and began with a walking tour of the 
village’s local brickyard.  Connor and Alex were led by one of the brothers in the 
host family, Cuthbert, and were taken to view the brick making process.  The 
bricks that are to be used in the City Cottage Education Center are to come from 
this yard, which is conveniently adjacent to the project site.   
  
 Next, Grieve led Connor and Alex to the Child’s Legacy Community 
Hospital, a project funded and supported by the Child Legacy organization.  
Daniel Wiens had highly recommended that his engineers see this project to see 
some more details and features of new projects that are getting built in Lilongwe.   
However, due to some communication issues, Connor and Alex were unable to 
get a tour of the school as a reservation was needed.  This information was 
missed due to a lack of wi-fi connectivity.   
 
 Following this visit, Grieve took Connor and Alex to a densely packed 
market to see some unique fabrics that are brought in and sold from all different 
parts of Africa.  These were suggested as gifts for friends and family at home.  
Connor and Alex spent about an hour at the market bargaining down prices for 
gifts consisting of wooden carvings, paintings, and jewelry, which were brought 
home for their friends and family. 
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Children seen playing in the Dzaleka Refugee 
Camp, Malawi 
e. 2 SEPTEMBER 2017 
 The day began early, as usual, and was immediately started with a 
walking tour of the Chilawende Village where the family resided.  Grieve took 
Connor and Alex to see the current school that many of the village’s children use 
to view its conditions and to, perhaps, get some more engineering ideas inspired 
by existing construction.   
 
 As Grieve, Connor, 
and Alex approached the end of 
the village, they encountered the 
funeral service of the village chief’s 
elderly aunt.  This was a unique 
experience for Connor and Alex as 
the service consisted of music and 
dance that has been passed down 
over hundreds of years in the   
 
Chilawende Tribe.  The dancers all wore traditional costumes that were inspired 
by animals of the region.  Grieve expressed that this was a rare sighting as he, at 
63 years old, has only seen this dance 3 times in his life.   
  
 After returning home, Grieve took Connor and Alex to Dzaleka Refugee 
Camp which was funded by the U.S., Japan, Denmark, and the E.U.  This was 
also an incredibly unique experience for Connor and Alex given that they had 
never seen anything like it before (This will be covered more in depth in the 
“Personal Reflections” section). 
  
 On the way home, Connor and Alex met Baleke, one of the most well 
known architects in the entire country.  He and Daniel had built a relationship 
through this project and he has become the main contact to Connor and Alex for 
questions and general information regarding building methods in Lilongwe.  
  
 This was Connor and Alex’s last night in Lilongwe and it was spent at 
home sharing discussion with host family over dinner and tea. 
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Outdoor marketplace in Lilongwe’s City Center 
f. 3 SEPTEMBER 2017 
 This was Connor and 
Alex’s last day in Lilongwe.  It 
was spent saying goodbye to 
the host family and heading 
out to the local markets for 
some last-minute gift 
shopping.   
 
Grieve, Zizi, and Elias 
escorted Connor and Alex to 
the airport and exchanged  
their goodbyes.  
B. Immersion into the Developing World 
The Engineering Team immediately noticed the cultural shift from the United States to 
Malawi. Infrastructure common in America, such as paved roads, enclosed buildings, and 
utilities, were not present. Both engineers 
considered themselves well-traveled but had 
only traveled within the developed world. The 
impact this shock made on the Engineers 
remains today. They had stepped into a world 
they had only read about or seen on TV when 
learning about issues such as resource scarcity 
or poverty. These lessons became reality as the 
Engineers encountered homes without running 
water, doors, or roofs. This shock inclined the 
Engineers to learn about the culture and impact 
their work could have in Malawi. 
 
 
 
 
Alex enjoying a picnic-style breakfast 
outside of a gas station en route to the 
National Park 
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C. Meeting the People 
The lives and personalities the Engineers encountered in Malawi had the greatest 
impact. With levels of poverty among the highest in the world, the engineers expected a solemn 
environment. What they encountered was the opposite. Malawians were some of the happiest, 
most friendly people they ever met. They found people in western countries lacked a spiritual 
wealth seen in Malawi. Malawians somehow thrived in spirit when they lacked material wealth 
the west considered essential. 
 
This impact was made possible by Alex 
and Connor staying with a host family. Daniel 
traveled to Malawi two weeks prior to their trip 
and met a man named Grieve. Grieve and his 
family lived adjacent to the City Cottage site and 
worked with Luke and Build A School in the 
past. He and his son, Zizi, took administrative 
responsibilities of City Cottage. Staying in a 
Malawian home afforded a cross-cultural 
experience not otherwise possible. This 
enhanced the Engineers’ understanding of the 
project and those it would serve. 
  
Pictured left to right: Host Zizi, Engineers Alex and 
Connor, Project Manager Leonard, and Host Grieve 
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Lessons Learned 
A. Adaptability  
Adaptability was the key to project success. This allowed the Engineers to persevere 
through numerous design and client changes. Understanding the professional between the 
developing world and the west proved essential. Additionally, the project occurring in a different 
time zone caused significant delays in the communication required for problem solving. Both 
Engineers embraced the required adaptability as professional development. Alex and Connor 
would both be pursuing different careers after Cal Poly. Alex would work as a Project Engineer 
in San Francisco and Connor would receive a commission as an Infantry Officer in the U.S. 
Army. Although all very different professions, these lessons translated to both. 
B. Changes in Culture and Standards 
The Engineers’ ARCE 
education dictated clear design 
boundaries through US building codes. 
Once in construction, American 
contractors would also have a clear set 
of standards. Yet these standards can 
still be ignored in the U.S. In South 
Africa or Malawi, where standards are 
less strict, this danger amplifies, 
presenting an ethical issue. The 
Engineers struggled finding a balance 
between a realistic design concept for the developing world and one that would be safe. 
Disconnect between client and engineering demands are dictated by building codes and ethics 
in the US. When these are not present, however, a new approach to negotiation must take 
place. This provided an excellent lesson in the relationship between client and Engineer that 
carries into professional practice.  
 
Tribal Funeral Dance observed in village adjacent to 
host family home 
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Project Engineer: Alex Remiticado, 22 
C. Personal Reflections 
a. Alex Remiticado 
It’s surprising how much a person can grow in just a short week.  During 
my time spent in Lilongwe I learned more than I could have imagined about 
engineering and construction means and methods in the developing world.  This 
knowledge was crucial to completing the design of the education center to the 
best of my abilities This will benefit myself, as an engineer, and all of those who 
will be using the education center for years to come.  This visit has taught me the 
importance of seeing things in person and that being as hands-on as possible 
when working on any project will assist you in performing your best work. 
 
Aside from gaining a valuable amount of engineering insight on the 
project, I grew a lot as a person.  Living the life of a typical family in Malawi was 
an experience that I would not trade for anything in the world.  It is no secret that 
Africans live a different life than Americans, but I do not believe one can truly 
understand what this life is like without experiencing it for themselves.  The 
people here live very simple and happy lifestyles, focusing their energy more on 
personal relationships and health rather than money and material possessions.  
These were among the happiest people I have met in my life, yet they lived with 
so much less than what I am used to at home.  Seeing and experiencing this in 
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person was truly life changing and did a huge part in giving me a much higher 
appreciation for everything I have in my life.  Visiting a developing country, no 
matter for how long, will give you a higher appreciation for life and will help you 
see what really matters most in your life.  This was a life changing experience for 
me and I can only hope that as many people as possible can experience this for 
themselves as well.   
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b. Connor Flora 
  
My entire life I grew up in a community more diverse than most in Seattle, 
Washington. With the most diverse Zip Code in the country (98118) a few miles 
away, the core value of every school I went to growing up being diversity. My 
middle and high schools were even classified as International Schools. Through 
all of this I met many different people from many different places and yet I was 
just a kid from West Seattle. I always felt so static having heard so many stories 
and experiencing so many lives from around a world I had never seen. I had 
always been in a weird spot of knowing the world around me but never 
experiencing it. This all changed in the Summer of 2015 when I had the 
opportunity to travel to Vilnius, Lithuania with Ed Saliklis as part of the ARCE 
study abroad program. I traveled the entire European continent by train and 
suddenly felt as though I had somewhat earned my international scope on the 
world. Fast forward 2 years and I had now traveled to over 10 countries in 3 
separate continents in the span of 3 consecutive summers. My scope of the 
world has changed but this trip had the greatest effect on this by far.  
 
 Traveling to the developing world made reality of a world I had only 
known through the pages of a book or a TV screen. I had finally felt as though I 
Project Engineer Connor Flora, 22,  pictured speaking with his host, Grieve, in the Dzaleka Refugee 
Camp Schoolhouse. 
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was a citizen of the world, an idea that had been right in front of me my entire life. 
Through this I learned all of this about myself, but so much more about other 
people. It was stunning how much could be learned in one short week, but the 
people and places seen made for an absolutely life changing experience. I felt 
the learning was more about the people for me than the engineering. Seeing how 
people lived and what they held valuable in my observations told me more about 
why and how they build things than any publication. I see that the citizens of the 
developing world don’t want help, nor do they need it. What is necessary is 
collaboration, a medium where cultural values can meet the physical world 
around us. At no point did I ever feel sorry for anyone, in fact I learned more 
about the enjoyment of life and work from the family we stayed with than I had 
learned in my prior 4 years of college. For all of this to take place in one week 
speaks volumes of Journeyman International. 
 
 In terms of the engineering itself, it solidified and tied together many of 
the lessons learned these past four years, and even provided new ones. While I 
will not pursue an engineering career immediately after college, it showed me an 
area of the design field to be passionate about. It introduced me to work that 
makes a difference not only in lives of those around the world, but my own life as 
well.  
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Abstract: Contemporary stabilized rammed earth (SRE) draws upon traditional rammed 
earth (RE) methods and materials, often incorporating reinforcing steel and rigid 
insulation, enhancing the structural and energy performance of the walls while satisfying 
building codes. SRE structures are typically engineered by licensed Structural Engineers 
using the Concrete Building Code or the Masonry Building Code. The construction process 
of SRE creates structural walls of relatively high compressive strength appropriate for a 
broad range of heating and cooling climates. The incorporation of rigid insulation creates a 
high mass interior wythe that is thermally separated from the exterior, resulting in 
improved thermal performance. Modular aluminum reinforced formwork allows walls to 
be built without the use of through ties, common in concrete construction. The North 
American Rammed Earth Builders Association (NAREBA) collaborated with Unisol 
Engineering Ltd. and the British Columbia Institute of Technology (BCIT) on a battery of 
tests to obtain preliminary data to be used in support of engineering design. The tests 
included compressive strength comparisons, pull out rebar testing of both horizontally and 
vertically placed steel, simple beam tests, and the deflection of two composite wall 
columns with an insulation core and two types of reinforcing steel connections between the 
RE wythes. 
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1. Introduction 
Stabilized rammed earth is experiencing increased interest in residential, commercial, and 
institutional structures around the world. In North America this is being driven by the following:  
(1) A growing trend toward selecting building materials that are sustainable; (2) The growing adoption 
of green certification programs like LEED and the International Living Future Institute’s Living 
Building Challenge (which includes a “Red List” of prohibited chemicals) that recognize the benefits 
of stabilized rammed earth; (3) An increased emphasis on selecting building materials that contribute 
to healthy indoor air quality; (4) The awareness that stabilized rammed earth has a substantially longer 
life cycle than more conventional building materials; (5) A desire to reduce the energy consumption 
associated with heating and cooling structures; and (6) The recognition that CO2 emissions associated 
with buildings are a major contributor to global climate change.  
2. Contemporary Rammed Earth in North America 
Most stabilized rammed earth structures being built today in North America are based upon the 
traditional rammed earth methods yet possess significant and fundamental differences.  
These differences include: (1) A reduced clay component in the soil mix; (2) Stabilization of the 
rammed earth mix with portland cement, blast furnace slag and/or other pozzolans; (3) The 
incorporation of interstitial insulation to improve thermal performance; (4) The addition of steel 
reinforcing; (5) The application of the masonry and concrete code principles by structural engineers in 
designing the structures; and (6) The mechanization of mixing, delivery, and ramming of the soil mix. 
There is a simplicity and elegance to a traditional rammed earth wall. The materials embodied 
within it are truly raw before being transformed into a monolithic earthen wall. The embodied energy 
of such a wall is extremely low if the earthen material is locally sourced. If no modern equipment is 
used, construction of such a wall could be limited only to animal energy. Given a site with ideal soils, 
this traditional wall could be expected to provide a comfortable structure for generations. 
Unfortunately much of humanity lives on sites that do not have local access to the types of soil 
appropriate for unstabilized earth construction. Also, most structures built in North America must 
comply with local building jurisdictions, which may prefer a wall of higher compressive strength that 
is less susceptible to the effects of weathering and erosion; in these locations Stabilized Rammed Earth 
(SRE) provides a viable and more sustainable alternative to conventional building technologies. 
2.1. Building Codes 
There is no specific provision or mention of rammed earth in the building codes used in almost all 
of North America. While a few exceptions exist, most notably the U.S. state of New Mexico (Chapter 7, 
Part 4—The NM Earthen Building Materials Code) [1] and Tucson/Pima County, Arizona (Appendix 
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Chapter 71, Earthen Materials Structures) [2], most local building departments have neither an 
understanding of rammed earth nor a local example from which to form an opinion or to create a 
construction and inspection protocol. This can present challenges when rammed earth is introduced to 
a new locale. 
The closest analogies that currently exist in determining the appropriate structural requirements for 
an SRE wall are the Concrete Building Code and the Masonry Building Code. Both standards are 
commonly referenced in the design and engineering of SRE walls. This approach has been supported 
by the most recent ASTM “Standard Guide for Design of Earthen Wall Building Systems” [3]. 
Currently, the application of the Concrete Building Code often results in 2500 psi (17 MPa) being 
specified as the minimum compressive strength (f’sre) for the SRE material. In the absence of 
available data on the compressive strength of SRE walls and their performance when reinforced with 
steel, this minimum strength has provided a level of assurance, as it is the minimum strength for 
concrete, and thus conforms to a standard readily accepted and understood. It is unclear if this high 
strength is necessary or ideal, given the ecological costs associated with cement production, but given 
the lack of established engineering values for SRE, it might be unavoidable for the time being. 
Normally this requires the addition of Portland cement and pozzolans at a combined rate of 8–10% to 
the earthen mix (by weight). 
Careful selection of the earthen materials for an SRE wall is required to consistently maintain the 
required minimum compressive strength and to achieve that strength with the least amount of cement. 
Each new soil mix must be analyzed and tested for clay and silt content and the particle size 
distribution evaluated to determine the appropriate amount of cement required to meet the minimum 
specifications. Each project utilizes an earthen mix local to the building site. The earthen material is 
not drawn from the surface layer of topsoil, but from the material that is below the organically active 
layer. Therefore it does not contribute to the loss of agriculture capacity. One of the advantages of 
using cement and pozzolans to stabilize the mix is that it permits the use of a much wider range of sub 
soils than is possible with an unstabilized RE mix; this permits the use of a local earthen material to 
construct structural walls in locales that do not possess the appropriate soils for traditional RE. 
Generally speaking, these soils are lower in clay than unstabilized rammed earth, less than 15 percent 
by weight, and have an even particle size distribution. There are other benefits beyond the ready 
acceptance of the structural integrity by engineers and building departments associated with higher 
strength SRE mixes; one can safely assume that being of significantly higher compressive strength 
they will have a higher modulus of rupture and be less prone to the effects of erosion from weathering 
or freeze/thaw damage. When reinforced with steel, they possess ductility and can be engineered to 
resist the destructive forces of an earthquake. It is typically necessary to use a blend of two or more 
soil components to achieve the even particle size distribution appropriate for an SRE wall  
(see Figure 1). 
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Figure 1. (a) One graded soil component of a two-component stabilized rammed earth 
(SRE) mix design. (b) Particle size analysis for an SRE mix. 
 
(a)       (b) 
The application of the concrete code for rammed earth walls often results in steel reinforcing 
schedules that closely resemble those of concrete walls. Vertical steel reinforcing is continuous from 
the footing to the wall top and horizontal steel is placed at intervals up the wall. The CRSI “Manual of 
Standard Practice” is followed in the placement of reinforcing steel. There are, however, significant 
differences in the construction of an SRE wall and a concrete wall. The placement of the rammed earth 
material and steel is a more lengthy and involved process in an SRE wall. One notable difference is 
that the horizontal steel must be placed periodically during the earthen material placement, not prior to 
placement as is typical in a concrete wall, to provide access for the wall builders during construction. 
Unimpeded access in the wall is necessary and the typical reinforcing steel field inspection normally 
done prior to concrete placement must be modified, as it is not possible to place the horizontal steel 
prior to placing the SRE material upon which it rests. It is not practical to have a building inspector on 
hand for each steel placement as it occurs. Vertical steel reinforcing spacing must be maintained 
during the material placement and ramming, which requires ongoing attention as the soil lifts are 
placed and compacted. Good soil compaction around the steel is important to ensure a good bonding of 
the material and mobility in the wall is one necessity to ensure this. 
It is an interesting dilemma that SRE design and building professionals face; the walls are 
engineered using established concrete and masonry models, yet in order to achieve these higher 
strengths the walls drift further from the low carbon ideal of traditional rammed earth. It is a trade-off 
in that the structures have a larger initial carbon footprint due to the stabilization with 8–10 percent 
portland cement (though up to 50 percent may be readily replaced with recycled pozzolans, such as 
slag), yet the strength and resistance to weathering are improved to the point where the walls will be 
durable in more demanding climates and possess structural capabilities similar to a concrete wall.  
As one would expect, research by B.V. Venkatarama Reddy, and P. Prasanna Kumar shows that the 
primary source of embodied energy in an SRE wall (in this case study uninsulated and not reinforced 
with steel) is the energy used when making the cement. Comparatively, the energy used to actually 
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construct an SRE wall is negligible [4]. However, the amount of energy embodied in an SRE wall 
compares favorably to a burnt-clay masonry wall. Not only are the hand-rammed SRE walls tested (at 
8% cement content) significantly stronger than the burnt clay masonry wall; 3.38 MPa vs. 2.89 Mpa 
(507 psi. vs. 433psi.), but they achieve that strength with 15–25% of the embodied energy [4]. It is 
worth noting that strengths of 17 Mpa (2465 psi.) and greater are typical with 8–10 percent cement 
content and the pneumatically driven tampers used by contemporary SRE wall builders in  
North America.  
2.2. Interstitial Insulation 
Rammed earth has been used successfully in moderate to hot climates as the thermal mass 
effectively moderates the daily temperature swings, creating a comfortable living environment. Yet RE 
has a low thermal resistance and tests have determined its R-value to be only 0.4/inch (RSI = 0.07) [5]. 
It is the introduction of interstitial insulation that has allowed rammed earth to meet the increasingly 
stringent energy codes in a broad range of climates where both the maximum and minimum daily 
temperatures are significantly above or below the desired indoor temperatures for weeks and months  
a time. Thermal conductivity tests, conducted by M.A. Hall, on composite SRE walls with extruded 
polystyrene (XPS) insulation demonstrated that the combination of a high mass wall with the low 
conductivity of foam insulation resulted in a wall that had a lower thermal conductivity than a solid 
earth wall or an earthen wall with insulation located at only the internal or external face, while 
improving the mass performance of the wall as a whole [6]. These composite SRE walls exhibited 
excellent thermal properties suitable for a broad range of heating and cooling climates, and could be 
expected to significantly outperform an uninsulated earthen wall [6]. Detailed correctly, insulated 
rammed earth structures are extremely airtight, making a mechanical ventilation system necessary to 
maintain healthy indoor air quality.  
There are three types of insulation typically used in RE structures in North America. Extruded 
polystyrene (XPS) is commonly used in the US and Canada. It has a perm rating of 1.1/inch  
(0.00071 m2) and an R-value of 5/in. (RSI 0.88) It has a compressive strength of 25 psi (0.17 Mpa) [7]. 
XPS is commonly available and is dense enough to withstand the compaction forces it is subjected to 
during wall construction without deformation or loss of thermal performance (see Figure 2). It is a 
closed cell foam that has a natural “skin”, which makes the board resistant to moisture. It is designed 
specifically for use in masonry wall environments.  
Mineral wool fiber insulation, made from basalt rock and recycled slag, are used both in Canada 
and the U.S. It has an R-value of 4.3/in. (RSI 0.76) and a density of 3.4 lbs/ft3 (0.05 g/cm3).  
This insulation is also designed for use in a masonry wall cavity and has a perm rating of 27.2/in. 
(0.018/m2) [8]. When used interstitially in a rammed earth wall it is prone to compression during the  
ramming process and may suffer some reduction in thermal performance as a result.  
Rockwool insulations have the added benefit of scoring LEED points; a consideration on LEED 
certified projects. It can be more difficult to obtain in some regions. Comparatively, mineral wool 
insulations can be more difficult to work with because the mineral wool fibers can be an irritant to wall 
builders during construction. 
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Figure 2. (a) Extruded polystyrene (XPS) foam in an SRE wall. (b) A North American 
Rammed Earth Builders Association (NAREBA) Formwork (fisheye lens). 
 
(a)      (b) 
 
Polyisocyanurate insulation (PIR), a member of the urethane family of chemicals, is a closed cell 
foam also used interstitially. According to the manufacturer, at 7.4/in. (RSI 1.3), it has the highest 
initial R-value of rigid insulations [9]. This elevated R-value is partially the result of the blowing agent 
trapped in the foam during production. Over time this gasses off causing a deterioration of the  
R-value. This process, known as “thermal drift”, may be slowed by the inclusion of a foil facing on the 
product, but its long term R-value is rated at 6.5/in. (RSI 1.14) It has a compressive strength of 25 psi 
(0.17 Mpa) and a perm rating of 0.03/in (5.574 e–07 m2) [9]. Careful selection of PIR insulation is 
required as not all types are appropriate for a masonry wall application.  
A fourth insulation, not yet used on a rammed earth project to date, but which shows great promise 
as an ecological alternative to the petro-chemical based rigid foams, is Biofoam. It is non-toxic 
polyurethane rigid foam developed from plants. It does not contain the halogenated flame retardants 
used in other rigid foams. It also lacks the added urea formaldehyde used in rock wool insulations.  
It contains none of the International Living Future Institute’s “Red Listed” chemicals [10]. Biofoam is 
made with plant-based polyols and MDI (methylene-based isocyanate). Bio based polyols replace  
from 80–100% of the petroleum based polyols, resulting in insulation with a significantly lower carbon 
footprint. The plant based polyols require 60% less energy to produce than the petroleum based 
polyols [10]. According to the manufacturer, there are no toxic chemicals involved in the production of 
Biofoam. The harmful chemical MDA, a building block in pMDI, is found in traditional polyurethane, 
but is not present in Biofoam. The R-value of Biofoam is 4.6/in (RSI .81) and it has a water absorption 
rate of less than 0.04% [10]. With a performance and durability comparable to XPS and 
Polyisocyanurate, Biofoam currently offers a promising ecological alternative to traditional rigid  
foam insulation.  
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2.3. Formwork  
The formwork currently used in the construction of RE walls varies widely. Wood framed and 
plywood faced formworks have been and continue to be used. They are frequently used on smaller 
projects or custom RE elements that require atypical form shapes. Commercial concrete forms have 
been modified to provide aluminum based support systems for the forming plywood. This approach 
may require the significant modification of the forms as they are designed to be used with a through tie 
system, which may not be utilized on many projects, especially projects using an interstitial insulation, 
as this impedes the placement of ties. These forms do, however, provide a reusable formwork system 
that can deliver excellent results. Proprietary SRE forms have been developed in Canada but they have 
proven to be unnecessarily complicated to use and exceptionally expensive to produce.  
The forces created during the repeated compaction of lifts of earth inside a form are extreme.  
A forming system must be capable of withstanding this in order to create walls that are plumb and 
straight. Additionally, the benefits of an efficient forming system are not to be underestimated  
(see Figure 2). 
3. Collaborative Stabilized Rammed Earth (SRE) Testing  
Tests conducted at the British Colombia Institute of Technology (BCIT), designed and constructed 
in collaboration with Thor A. Tandy, PE of Unisol Engineering, and The North American Rammed 
Earth Builders Association (NAREBA), with funding provided by the Cement Association of Canada, 
reveal characteristics of steel-reinforced SRE walls that begin to shed light on the interaction of the 
SRE material and the steel reinforcing configurations currently used by wall builders. It is important to 
emphasize that the test sample size is small and the results must be interpreted within that context. 
None the less, it is the first significant testing of a full-size insulated SRE column and the results are 
revealing about the nature of the materials. The tests included: (1) Compression testing of the soil mix; 
(2) Vertical rebar pull out tests; (3) Horizontal rebar pull out tests; (4) Flexural beam tests; and (5) Out 
of plane bending of vertical insulated columns with two different reinforcing steel stirrup 
configurations. These tests were specifically designed to simulate the methods of construction typically 
used by NAREBA builders in the construction of insulated and uninsulated SRE projects.  
3.1. Test Soil Mix Design 
The soil mix was locally obtained and was composed of two components blended in equal amounts, 
then mixed in a drum mixer. The combined material was 14 mm (5/8”) minus with a Fineness 
Modulus of 4.02; the clay content was under 7% by weight. The portland cement (Type II) content was 
10% by weight. The water content was determined by performing a “ball test”, (in the manner 
typically used in the field), in which the material will form a cohesive ball which shatters when 
dropped from waist height (6–7% moisture content). An analysis of six of the mix samples showed that 
the average moisture content and water to cement ratio for these samples was 6.644% and  
0.60 respectively.  
The material for all test samples was compacted using a pneumatic tamper with a 64 mm (2.5in) or 
76 mm (3in) head [11]. 
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3.2. Compressive Strength Testing 
Two types of samples were prepared to evaluate the compressive strength (f’sre) of the material.  
One series of samples was cast (rammed) in PVC tubes in the same manner that quality control 
samples are cast in the field. A second series was cored from SRE elements constructed in the same 
manner that SRE walls are made. This permits a comparative analysis of the f’sre of cast cylinders 
with material in a typical wall.  
This testing was accomplished using cast cylinders (see Figure 3a) prepared by ramming the 
material into thirteen 150 mm (6 in) diameter by 300 mm (12 in) tall cylinders in PVC pipe in two 
successive six inch lifts [11]. 
Figure 3. (a) PVC cast cylinders; (b) Cylinders cored from test blocks.  
 
(a)            (b) 
 
Twelve cylinders (see Figure 3b) were created by coring into 480 mm (19 in) wide by 600 mm (24 
in) long by 300 mm (12 in) deep and 200 mm (8 in) wide by 600 mm (24 in) long by 300 mm (12 in) 
deep rectangular blocks that were formed and rammed in a manner consistent with typical RE walls 
and insulated RE walls. The material in these samples was also rammed in two six inch lifts [11]. 
The compression tests were performed at a rate of 0.35–0.55 MPa/s (50–80 psi/s) on a 400 Kip 
Forney machine. The average strength of the rammed cylinder samples at six days was 12 MPa  
(1741 psi). This increased to 16 MPa (2221 psi) at 12 days. The samples cored from the blocks yielded 
strength of 15 MPa (2176 psi) at 16 days [12]. 
3.3. Rebar Pull Out Tests 
Rebar pull out testing was conducted on both vertically embedded bars (VPO) and horizontally 
embedded bars (HPO) in two phases of testing. Three diameters of deformed bar were tested:  
10M (#3), 15M (#5), and 20M (#6). In Phase I two samples of each bar were oriented vertically. 
Additionally two samples of 10M bar were oriented horizontally (see Figure 4). Phase II was 
conducted to compensate for anomalies present in Phase I. In this phase, two samples of 15M (#5) and 
20M (#6) rebar placed vertically, were rammed. 
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Figure 4. (a) Phase I VPO and HPO test samples during production. (b) Phase I HPO test 
samples during production. (c) Phase I VPO test samples during production. 
 
(a) 
 
(b)                                                  (c)  
 
A synopsis of the results from Phase I and Phase II provides the most accurate assessment of the 
bond strength. The VPO 15M (#5) samples in Phase I were damaged in handling and were unable to 
provide useful data. Phase II was designed to compensate for the lost data associated with  
these samples. The Phase II tests of the 15M (#5) VPO bars provided consistent results. The steel 
reached yield in both tests and the bond strength was 2.9 MPa (420 psi) [12]. 
The 20M (#6) bars demonstrated the greatest bond strength values for the various rebars in both 
Phase I and II. They reached yield in Phase I with bond strengths over 5 MPa (725 psi) and in Phase II 
pulled out of the sample after reaching bond strength of over 4 MPa (600 psi) [12]. 
The two 10M (#4) VPO bars tested with a high degree of variability. The first bar reached yield 
with bond strength in excess of 3 Mpa (435 psi) and the second pulled out in excess of 1.5 Mpa  
(217.5 psi). The results of the two 10M (#4) HPO bars were consistent with a bond strength slightly 
less than 2.5 MPa (363psi). One sample reached yield and one pulled out (see Figure 5) [12]. 
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Figure 5. (a) 10M (#4) Sample after testing. (b) Bar failure in Pull Out test. 
 
 (a)                   (b)  
3.4. Simple Beam Flexural Tests 
Simple beam tests were conducted on two beams measuring 200 mm (8 in) in width by 300 mm  
(10 in) in depth by 1500 mm (60 in) in length (see Figure 6). One was constructed with two 10M (#4) 
deformed rebars and the other with two 15M (#5) deformed rebars. The beams (see Figure 6) were 
subjected to a 1 kN/minute (225 lbf) load initially and 2 kN/minute (450 lbf) load after 75 kN (16861 lbf) 
was reached, using a modified three point loading system [12].  
Figure 6. (a) Rebar placement in RE beams. (b) Beam 2 with 1420 mm (54 in) clear span.  
 
(a)                                                     (b) 
 
Test Beam 1 was reinforced with two 15M (#5) bars. No initial flexural cracks were observed and 
the beam failed at a peak shear load of 78 kN (17535.10 lbf). The deflection at the peak was 
approximately 5.5 mm (0.22 in). The beam failed in shear (see Figure 7) [12]. 
Test Beam 2 was reinforced with two 10M (#3) rebars. The first crack was recorded at 38kN (8543 
lbf) and the ultimate failure was abrupt at 60 kN (13489 lbf) with a deflection of approximately 
4.5 mm (0.17 in). This beam also failed in shear (see Figure 7) [12]. 
The load to deflection profile for the two beam tests are shown in Figures 8 and 9 respectively. 
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Figure 7. (a) Test Beam 1 at failure. (b) Test Beam 2 at failure.  
 
(a)                                                               (b)  
Figure 8. Flexure Test-Beam 1 results (2)-15M (#5) Rebars [12] Note; Deflection sensor 1 
(in red) was considered to be erroneous as the beam was not perfectly seated and the 
deflection initially decreased.  
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Figure 9. Flexure Test-Beam 2 results - (2)-10M (#4) Rebars [12].  
 
 
3.5. Composite Wall Column Out of Plane Bending 
Two composite SRE walls columns, representative of a typical insulated SRE wall (see Figure 10) 
were constructed using two different deformed 10M (#3) stirrup configurations, which are 
representative of steel configurations used by SRE builders in the field. The columns measured 
600 mm (24 in) in width by 450 mm (18 in) in depth by 2650 mm (106 in) in height and each had two 
full height deformed 20M (#6) vertical rebars in each wythe (four per column) of SRE (see Figure 10  
and 11). The wythes of SRE were separated by a 125 mm (5 in) core of mineral wool (Roxul 80) 
insulation that compressed approximately 13 mm (0.5 in) during material compaction [11]. 
Figure 10. (a) Wall columns stripped of forms. (b) Steel configuration in Column I. 
 
(a)                                                    (b)  
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The horizontal steel configuration of column I was a “U” shaped stirrup placed with a horizontal 
rebar every 600 mm (24 in) up the height of the wall (see Figure 10). This configuration is simple to 
place and requires minimal cutting of the insulation. 
The steel configuration in Column II was a more complex diagonal tie that hooked behind the 
vertical steel (see Figure 11). The diagonal ties were placed with the horizontal steel every 600 mm  
(24 in) along the height of the wall. This steel configuration is more challenging and time consuming 
to place and requires more notching of the insulation. 
Figure 11. (a) Steel Configuration in column II (wood rebar supports removed during 
construction). (b) A column under deflection (painted for improved crack visibility).  
 
(a)                                                    (b)       
The columns were constructed on steel bases (see Figure 12b) that permitted them to be hoisted 
onto an apparatus and supported horizontally at the base and cap. The load was applied along the entire 
face of the column via a steel channel attached to an actuator (see Figure 11b). Both columns were 
tested in displacement control. Dial gauges and two LVDTs were placed mid-height, along the width 
of the back face of each column, to record the deflection (see Figure 12a) [12]. 
Figure 12. (a) Cracks visible and LVDTs. (b) A test Column after removal from lab. 
 
(a)                                                      (b)  
Column 1 was loaded to a maximum deflection of more than 30 mm (1.2 in) at a load of just under 
60 kN (13489 lbf). [12] Cracks developed during this loading and were documented. The load— 
displacement graph for column 1 is shown in Figure 13. 
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Figure 13. Load (kN) vs. Displacement (mm) for Column I [12].  
 
 
Column 2, with the diagonal stirrups between wythes, recorded significantly higher loading.  
A deflection of 25 mm (1.0 in) was recorded at a load 155 kN (34845 lbf) [12]. At this point the 
deflection increased with little additional loading. Various cracks occurred on the specimen during 
testing and were recorded. The load—displacement graph for column 2 is shown in Figure 14. It is 
worth noting that neither sample suffered a catastrophic failure during the tests. They remained 
cohesive elements even when removed, via forklift, from the lab (see Figure 12b). 
Figure 14. Load (kN) vs. Displacement (mm) for Column II [12].  
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4. Conclusions 
4.1. Compressive Strength (f’sre) 
The comparative strengths between the rammed cylinders and cored cylinders are of particular 
value. The resulting 2% variation in strength is negligible and supports the use of cast cylinders as a 
method for determining the f’sre of material placed and rammed in a wall. This is an important 
consideration as it provides one of the simplest and commonly used methods for evaluating the 
consistency of the SRE material during construction.  
4.2. Rebar Pull Out Tests 
The high degree of variability among some of the samples, the 10M VPO for example, suggests that 
the ramming procedure has a direct effect on the bond stress. There might be a mechanical connection 
between the steel and SRE that is unlike the cement bond that occurs in concrete or masonry models; 
this connection would likely be affected by the thoroughness of the compaction [13]. 
The test results outperformed the equivalent in concrete or masonry by a factor of up to 
approximately three and there was no significant difference of bond stress with the various bar 
diameters [13]. This would support the use of the concrete analogy (in lieu of the masonry analogy) in 
designing the steel reinforcing in future SRE projects, though it might result in overestimating the 
development length required.  
Further testing is required to explore the ability of different SRE mixes, and mixes with less cement 
content, to bond with the steel reinforcing. It is encouraging that yield was reached in many of the test 
samples but a larger sample size will be required in future tests.  
4.3. Simple Beam Flexural Tests 
In both beam tests the SRE outperformed the expectations based upon the concrete analogy and the 
masonry analogy. Both beams had an initial failure, or slip, that was not catastrophic after which 
loading was continued to the point of final failure (see Figures 8 and 9). In both cases the reverse 
calculation using the concrete model underestimated the capacity of the elements [13]. The results 
from these tests may help establish a baseline for determining the elastic modulus for SRE in future 
design and engineering. As no shear reinforcing was used in either beam test it would be interesting to 
incorporate it into future beam tests to determine what increased load capacity is created. 
4.4. Composite Wall Column Out of Plane Bending Tests 
The two insulated SRE columns met or exceeded the expectations of the researchers [13].  
It supports the use of either of these steel reinforcing approaches on load bearing single story walls. 
The diagonal stirrup in Column II resulted in a load capacity of approximately 250% that of the 
horizontal stirrup. That would seem to indicate that the use of a diagonal tie permitted the column to 
function as a composite element under stress, while the simple horizontal tie provided a weaker 
connection that significantly decreased the composite action of the column. The diagonal approach 
could be employed on taller walls or where shear loading is of greater concern. [13] 
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Like the beams, the columns exhibited one or more failures, or slips, during loading (see Figures 13 
and 14) before the ultimate failure. The loading was resumed and the columns continued to 
demonstrate a capacity to resist the horizontal force of the actuator. What these slips demonstrate is not 
clear, but it may be related to the connection between the SRE and the steel reinforcing. It is possible 
that SRE has the ability to mechanically bond to the steel in a manner that is different from the bond 
that is typical of concrete, a bond which typically fails catastrophically. This mechanical bond may 
permit the bar to slip and re-bond to the material. What does seem clear is that SRE is capable of 
outperforming the masonry model of engineering by a margin that raises the question of its relevance 
in designing future projects.  The application of the concrete model for engineering is much closer in 
performance, but still may not sufficiently reflect the bond characteristics of SRE. It is time to begin 
developing the data necessary to reflect the bond characteristics that are peculiar to SRE and to 
develop these values for a range of compressive strengths, f’sre, in lieu of using the conventional 
concrete value of f’c = 2500 psi. (17 MPa) for engineering design.  
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SUMMARY
New Zealand is in an area of high seismicity and has a strongly regulated construction
environment. Design and construction standards for earth buildings were developed to satisfy the
national building code. The performance based standards are primarily intended for houses and
low rise buildings made of adobe, rammed earth, pressed earth brick and similar earth building
materials
Design methodologies were adapted from existing masonry and concrete standards using limit
state design principles. An energy method was chosen for out-of-plane seismic design.
A number of simple low cost material test procedures are defined in the standards and construction
details based on current best practice are provided. To confirm structural strengths, some material
tests and structural tests of several near full scale earth wall panels were carried out using the
recommended details.
The New Zealand standards will provide a basis for the development of similar standards in other
seismically active countries.
INTRODUCTION
Earthquake Hazards in New Zealand
New Zealand is in an area of high seismicity, particularly the northern part of the South Island and the central,
eastern and southern parts of the North Island.
Large earthquakes in the last 100 years include both the 1929 Murchison earthquake, Richter magnitude M7.8
and the M7.4 Inangahua earthquake in 1968 at the north of the South Island. The intensity on the Modified
Mercalli (MM) scale for New Zealand was assessed at MM IX at Murchison during the 1929 earthquake. In
1931 the other major event M7.9 intensity MM X occurred on the East Coast of the North Island. This had
devastating effects for Napier leading to New Zealand introducing lateral load requirements to improve the
earthquake performance of buildings.
The mean return period for MM IX intensity was estimated [Smith and Berryman 1992], to be between 300 and
500 years for the northern part of the South Island and southern part of North Island. The mean return period for
MMVIII earthquake shaking has been estimated to be less than 100 years for the same area.
Earth Building Construction in New Zealand
Earth building began in New Zealand in the early part of the last century. Approximately 120 earth houses still
exist that were constructed between 1840 and 1870 and a further 170 exist from 1870 to 1910. The growing
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interest in more environmentally friendly and sustainable buildings has led to an upsurge of earth building
construction and well over 100 earth buildings have been built during the past 10 years. [Allen 1997] In some
areas of New Zealand over one percent of new houses are constructed with earth.
A notable example of an earth building that has survived three major earthquakes (MMVII or greater) is
Broadgreen House near Nelson in the upper South Island which was constructed in the 1850s. The apparent
factors that account for the good performance of this large two storey cob building were: the low height to
thickness ratio of the earth walls, the relatively few openings, sufficient earth bracing walls in each direction, the
first floor acting as a structural diaphragm, and relatively good quality earth wall construction. The 500 mm thick
earth walls of the ground floor reach 2700mm to the first floor giving a height to thickness ratio of 5.4 which
complies with present design criteria for unreinforced earth walls in New Zealand.
The main forms of earth construction at present in New Zealand are adobe, rammed earth and pressed brick.
Adobe and cob are the most common types of older earth buildings still existing today. Cob construction
involves placing a puddled earth mix directly into place in walls without the use of formwork or mortar.
Adobe construction utilises air-dried "mud bricks" made from a puddled earth mix cast into a mould. The earth
mix contains sand, silt and clay and sometimes straw or a stabiliser which is also used to mortar the walls. Both
unstabilised adobe and adobe stabilised with cement are used in New Zealand.
Rammed earth comprises monolithic wall panels constructed with damp well graded sandy soils compacted in
100 to 150 mm thick layers between temporary movable formwork. In New Zealand the soils are usually
stabilised with 5 to 10 percent cement. Pressed bricks use similar soils to rammed earth and are formed in a
mechanical press which is either hand or machine operated. Pressed bricks are usually laid with sand-cement
mortars.
New Zealand Building Legislation
Construction in New Zealand is governed by the Building Act [Building Act 1991] which established a
framework of building controls with the Building Regulations [Building Regulations 1992] containing the
mandatory New Zealand Building Code. Approved Documents provide methods of compliance with the
Building Code and may cite documents such as the New Zealand Standards as a way to comply with the Code.
About 90% of New Zealand housing is timber so approved document NZS 3604 Code of Practice for Timber
Framed Buildings not requiring specific design [Standards New Zealand 1978] established the precedent for this
type of document.
 NZS 3604 Timber Framed Buildings [Standards New Zealand 1999] is now 400 pages with
numerous tables and well drawn diagrams that allow builders and architectural draftspeople to design houses to
resist earthquake and wind loads.
EARTH BUILDING STANDARDS
Existing International Standards
Some countries such as USA, China, Peru and Turkey have existing earth building standards. These are
generally brief prescriptive documents giving guidelines regarding structural form and materials and include
some provisions for improving the earthquake resistance of earth buildings.
Bulletin 5 Earth Wall Construction [National Building Technology Centre 1987] is the defacto standard for earth
construction in Australia and is accepted by many local authorities. There are no provisions for earthquake loads
in Bulletin 5.
Development of New Zealand Earth Building Standards
To cater for the growing interest in earth building in New Zealand three substantial and comprehensive
performance based standards for earth walled buildings were published in 1998. The standards were prepared by
a joint technical committee of engineers, architects, researchers and builders and were developed over a period
of 7 years from earlier guideline documents by the Earth Building Association of New Zealand and Gary Hodder
[Hodder 1991]. In the early stages there was considerable input from Australian earth building practitioners.
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These new standards, as described below, formalise the current state-of-the-art for the design and construction of
earth buildings in New Zealand and are intended to be approved as a means of compliance with the New Zealand
Building Code.
Engineering Design of Earth Buildings
NZS 4297 Engineering Design of Earth Buildings [Standards New Zealand 1998] specifies design criteria,
methodologies and performance aspects for earth wall buildings and is intended for use by structural engineers.
Limit-state design principles were used in the formulation of this standard to be consistent with other material
design standards. Earthquake loads are more critical than wind loads for most earth buildings in New Zealand
and earth wall heights are limited to 6.5 m in this standard. The design methodologies are discussed in more
detail later in this paper.
Materials and Workmanship for Earth Buildings
NZS 4298 Materials and Workmanship for Earth Buildings [Standards New Zealand 1998] defines the material
and workmanship requirements to produce earth walls which, when designed in accordance with NZS 4297 or
NZS 4299, will comply with the requirements of the New Zealand Building Code. Requirements are given for all
forms of earth construction but more specifically for adobe, rammed earth and pressed brick.
Earth buildings are often constructed with local soils from near the building site and detailed laboratory test
results are seldom available for a building project. The suite of standards is primarily intended for small-scale
construction so a number of simple low cost test procedures are defined in the Materials and Workmanship
standard. This testing can be done by the person responsible for the construction of the building in the presence
of the owners or the controlling building authority as required.
Compression or modulus-of-rupture tests are specified for determining the strength requirements of the earth
wall materials. Compression tests need to be done in a laboratory but two simple test procedures are detailed for
the modulus-of-rupture test and a brick drop test is specified for simple field testing of earth bricks.
Two grades of earth wall material are covered within the standard:
• Standard Grade with a design compressive strength of 0.5 Mpa which can be obtained by low strength
materials with a minimal amount of testing, or
• Special Grade which requires more testing to reasonably predict the characteristic strength. Earth
stabilised with cement may achieve strengths of up to 10 Mpa. More complex engineered structures
would be of Special Grade.
Standard grade strengths are similar to those specified for adobe bricks in the New Mexico Building Code 1991.
Earth Buildings Not Requiring Specific Design
NZS 4299 Earth Buildings Not Requiring Specific Design [Standards New Zealand 1998] provides methods and
details for the design and construction of earth walled buildings not requiring specific engineering design. The
main users of the document will be designing houses but will include a range of people in the earth building
industry including builders, architects, engineers, students and building authority staff.
This standard covers buildings with single storey earth walls and a timber framed roof, or single lower storey
earth walls with timber second storey walls and a light timber framed roof. The scope is limited to footings, floor
slabs, earth walls, bond beams and structural diaphragms. The design of the timber roof structure would be
covered by NZS3604
 Timber Framed Buildings [Standards New Zealand 1999] or specific engineering design.
NZS 4299 Earth Buildings Not Requiring Specific Design is the earth wall construction equivalent of NZS 3604
with similar methodology. It is intended to provide a means of compliance with the New Zealand Building Code.
Earth buildings covered by this standard resist horizontal wind and earthquake loads by load bearing earth
bracing walls that act in-plane in each of the two principal directions of the building. A simple design
methodology and detailed tables in terms of “bracing units” are provided in the standard for determining the
“bracing demand” required for the building and the “bracing capacity” provided by the nominated bracing walls.
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Many construction details which have been proved in earth buildings constructed in New Zealand during the past
12 years are included in the standard. Specific examples are given in the Aseismic Construction Details section.
ASEISMIC DESIGN METHODOLOGIES
Design Approach
Design methodologies for earth buildings in New Zealand have been adapted from existing masonry and
concrete standards. The design approach in the standards is based on simple ultimate strength reinforced
concrete theory and uses limit state design principles for both elastic and limited ductile response. The structural
ductility factor was taken as 2.0 for reinforced earth walls, 1.25 for the narrower cinva brick walls, and 1.0 for
unreinforced and partially reinforced earth walls.
In
 NZS 4299 Earth Buildings not Requiring Specific Design, the earth walls were designed as spanning between
the reinforced concrete foundation at the bottom of the wall and the top plate or bond beam at the top of the wall.
Loads from the tops of walls, roofs and timber second storeys were assumed to be distributed by concrete or
timber bond beams or structural ceiling or roof or first floor diaphragms to transverse earth bracing walls.
The seismic coefficients for the design of the earth walls were as follows:
• Unreinforced earth walls with elastic response for earthquake zone factor ≤ 0.6, C = 0.322
• Reinforced earth walls with limited ductility for earthquake zone factor ≤ 0.6, C = 0.197
• Reinforced earth walls with limited ductility for earthquake zone factor > 0.6, C = 0.394
Earthquake Zones
FIGURE 1 Seismic Zone Factor, Z for
upper North Island
The earthquake zone factors used for the design of earth buildings
are in accordance with
 NZS 4203 General Structural Design and
Design Loadings for Buildings [Standards New Zealand 1992]
except for the Auckland area and north of Auckland. Because of the
height limitation in the earth building standards the earthquake zone
factor is reduced to 0.4 for Northland. This more accurately reflects
the hazard as mapped by seismologists [Dowrick 1992] which was
artificially restricted to 0.6 in NZS 4203 to minimise risk and limit
damage in the event of a serious earthquake in Auckland
In NZS 4299 Earth Buildings not Requiring Specific Design two
earthquake zones with the following factors were adopted for the
determination of seismic loads. For earthquake zone factor ≤ 0.6 the
value Z = 0.6 was adopted and for earthquake zone factor >0.6 the
value Z = 1.2. All earth walls for earthquake zone factor ≤ 0.6 may
be reinforced or unreinforced. All earth walls in earthquake zone
factor > 0.6 shall be reinforced.
This latter zone includes most of New Zealand except for the north-western part of North Island and the south-
eastern part of South Island.
Specific engineering design is required for unreinforced earth walls in earthquake zone factor > 0.6
Strength
The following strengths are used for the design of standard grade earth wall construction:
• Compressive strength (flexural, direct compression or bearing)  0.50 Mpa
• Shear strength of earth for limited ductile seismic loading  0.00 Mpa
• Shear strength of earth for seismic loading with elastic response  0.08 Mpa
• Flexural tensile strength  0.10 Mpa
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Higher strengths may be used for special grade construction and these are determined using the test methods in
the Materials and Workmanship standard.
Out-of-Plane Loads
Ultimate strength reinforced concrete theory is used for designing reinforced earth walls. Generally vertical
reinforcing supports reinforced earth wall panels against out-of-plane face loading.
An energy method is used for assessing the ultimate limit state seismic out-of-plane resistance of walls spanning
vertically. Elastic design would be based on strength at first cracking. The energy approach is based on the
collapse mechanism when the displacement of the wall moves beyond stability. The method is the same as that
prescribed in Assessment and Improvement of the Structural Performance of Earthquake Risk. [New Zealand
Society for Earthquake Engineering 1996]
Using the energy method, unreinforced earth walls for earthquake zone factor ≤ 0.6 were found to be satisfactory
for the maximum wall heights permitted in the standard. For example the failure of a 2700 mm high and 280mm
thick wall was calculated to occur at 178 % of the calculated demand requirement with φ ≤ 0.6.
In-Plane Loads
Earth bracing walls provide seismic load resistance in each principal direction of the building. Reinforced earth
walls are reinforced vertically and horizontally to provide some in plane ductility and to increase shear strength.
The reinforcement enables smaller seismic design loads, when a planned ductile failure mode is designed for the
structure. The designed failure mode is in-plane bending of the earth bracing walls with yielding of vertical
reinforcing at each end of the wall. Shear failure of these walls is prevented typically by the use of well
distributed horizontal reinforcing. Vertical reinforcement is kept to a reasonable minimum to limit in plane shear
loads and foundation forces.
Unreinforced walls provide considerably less bracing capacity without the vertical and horizontal reinforcement.
Shear failure is prevented solely by the shear strength of the earth.
The maximum bracing capacity provided by a reinforced earth wall, 2400 mm long, 2400 mm high and 280 mm
thick with typical details in accordance with the standard, see Figure 3, was calculated to be 30 kN.  The bracing
capacity provided by a similar sized unreinforced earth wall for earthquake zone factor ≤ 0.6 was calculated to
be 10 kN.
Wall Height to Thickness Ratios
Unreinforced walls are restricted to 3.3 m height and the maximum height to thickness ratios are as follows:
Table 1
Earthquake zone factor Z ≤0.6 Z > 0.6
Unreinforced load bearing wall 10 6
Reinforced load bearing wall 16 10
Unreinforced non-load bearing wall 12 8
Reinforced non load-bearing wall 18 12
Reinforced cinva brick 24 16
ASEISMIC CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
Reinforced Walls
Reinforced earth walls constructed in accordance with NZS 4299 have one D12 vertical reinforcing bar at each
end of a bracing wall at a distance of 150 to 200 mm from the ends of the bracing wall as shown in Figure 3.
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Additional vertical reinforcing is provided in longer walls as required to resist out of plane face loads. For
example the average spacing of vertical reinforcement required for a 2400 mm high wall is 1650 mm
FIGURE 2  Detail of Geogrid Horizontal
Reinforcement for Reinforced Walls
Horizontal reinforcing is required for reinforced earth
walls with several alternatives given in the standard. In
mortar joints these include either 5.3 mm diameter wire
(cut from 665 steel mesh reinforcing) with 100 mm
cross wires at 450 mm centres vertically, or
polypropylene biaxial geogrid cut into 200 mm wide
strips also at 450 mm centres. Details of the geogrid
option are shown in Figure 2.
FIGURE 3 Reinforcing and Dowel Connections for Reinforced Walls
Partially Reinforced Walls
Partially reinforced earth walls are often a more practical and cost effective alternative than unreinforced earth
walls in earthquake zone ≤  0.6. They have a vertical D12 bar at each end of the wall similar to a reinforced wall
but do not have any additional vertical or horizontal reinforcing. The bracing capacity provided by a partially
reinforced wall is two to three times greater than an unreinforced wall.
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Unreinforced Walls
Only unreinforced earthwalls in earthquake zone ≤ 0.6 are within the scope of NZS 4299. Dowels as shown on
Figure 3 are required at the tops of walls to transfer shear loads from the top plate and roof or ceiling or floor
structural diaphragm to the earth wall.
Structural Diaphragms and Bond Beams
NZS 4299 details requirements for structural diaphragms and these can comprise diagonal sarking, sheet sarking
of plywood or high density internal ceiling plaster board or sheet flooring of plywood or wood based product
over 17 mm thick. The connections between the tops of the earth walls and the structural diaphragms are
detailed. Typically these include solid blocking between the rafters or joists and metal nailon plates.
Bond beams at the tops of the walls may be either timber or reinforced concrete. Timber bond beams in
earthquake zone >0.6 are to be used only in conjunction with structural diaphragms. Timber bond beams in
earthquake zone ≤ 0.6 may be used without structural diaphragms but must be continuous between cross walls.
STRUCTURAL TESTING
Lo ad ce ll
P re te ns io ne d 
R e in fo rc ing
B on d
B ea mW all
Lo ad  sha red
by  p ivo t
FIGURE 4  Load configuration
for in-plane panel tests
A series of tests investigated the performance of soil cement materials
followed by 1.2m adobe wall panel tests with differing reinforcement
regimes. [Gurumo 1992]  Using a test layout similar to figure 4, several near
full-scale adobe walls were tested in-plane. Figure 5 shows how slipping in
the mortar planes gave effective ductility in a wall with both horizontal and
vertical reinforcing [Morris 1992].
Several rammed earth walls 1.8m wide and 2.4m high were tested, the first
gave an equivalent shear stress of 241kPa before the base of the test system
delaminated. A later test 2.4m high and 1.8m wide was reinforced vertically
at each end and performed as shown in figure 6 with a maximum load of
90kN an equivalent horizontal shear of 143kPa [Walker and Morris 1998].
Adobe walls behave in a ductile manner but are low strength requiring most
walls to be available for bracing strength. Rammed earth reaches much
higher strengths but requires reinforcement to prevent brittle failure.
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CONCLUSIONS
A systematic and performance based approach to aseismic design of earth buildings has been developed and is
backed up structural testing of near full scale earth wall panels.
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The New Zealand Earth Building Standards formalise this performance-based approach and the current state-of–
the-art for the design and construction of earth buildings. These standards have enabled earth building to become
a mainstream building material in a seismically active country with strict building regulation and will provide the
basis for development of similar standards in other seismically active countries
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Appendix C: 
 
Rammed Earth Engineering 
Specifications 
 
RAMMED EARTH STRENGTH
• Rammed earth is a gravity system. Tested according to ASTM D698, it weighs 110 - 130 pounds per cubic ft.
• The earthen building materials industry accepts 300 psi as the minimum unconfined compressive strength for
rammed earth, tested according to ASTM D1633 or C39. The generally accepted design strength is 10 percent
of the minimum or tested psi.
• Using expansive clay or plastic soils is inconsistent with the concept of compaction, which requires that parti-
cles are granular and slide into place, locking together with a minimum of lubricating moisture.
• The structural purpose of stabilizing rammed earth is to maintain the minimum required compressive
strength, wet or dry. Stabilization also excludes water, which prevents wall decomposition during freeze-thaw
cycles.
• Tested according to ASTM D1556, a rammed earth wall’s density must exceed 95 percent of the density of a
molded sample of the wall material.
BEARING SUPPORT
• Although it is a soft material, the compressive strength and weight of rammed
earth can support massive steel beams that span large rooms and window- and
door -openings.
• More than 1,000 steel anchors are embedded in the walls of Univision’s new
rammed earth headquarters. These anchors, made of rebar and held in place
by friction, join steel and concrete beams to the mass of the rammed earth
walls. (In Arizona, rebar is not used to strengthen rammed earth walls.)
• At left, the steel I-beam is welded atop a 3/4” x 20” x 30” steel bearing plate.
Four anchor bolts, made of threaded #5 rebar, anchor the steel plate into 1,440
pounds (12 cubic feet) of rammed earth.
• At 10 percent of the minimum 450 psi compressive strength specified for this
job, the rammed earth is capable of bearing up to 27,000 pounds of roof load on
the 600-square-inch steel plate.
LATERAL RESISTANCE
• The I-beam at left, is anchored into the concrete bond beam by a 1/2” x 8” x 8”
steel weld plate atop the I-beam, with two 24-inch-long #5 rebar tails embedded
diagonally into the concrete bond beam.
• The concrete bond beam picks up extra lateral resistance by being anchored
into the rammed earth wall by 36-inch-long 3/4- inch diameter rebar anchor
bolts, 24 inches on center. This bond beam, which weighs 300 pounds per lin-
eal foot now provides more than 500 pounds per lineal foot of drag-weight.
Rammed Earth Solar Homes Inc
P.O. Box 654 Oracle, AZ 85623
www.rammedearthhomes.com
520-896-3393
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Sirewall Structural Insulated Rammed 
Earth Report (shortened) 
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IR
EW
AL
L s
up
po
rt 
to 
arc
hit
ec
ts 
&
en
gin
ee
rs.
  M
ak
ing
 th
e p
roj
ec
t “
bu
ild
 re
ad
y”
.
 Ph
as
e 3
: F
orm
ing
, m
ixi
ng
, d
eli
ve
rin
g, 
ram
mi
ng
,
str
ipp
ing
, a
nd
 at
 en
d o
f p
roj
ec
t, a
 tu
ne
-up
.
 (Ph
ase
s 1
 &
 2 
ca
n b
e i
n r
ev
ers
e o
rde
r)
Ph
as
e 1
1. 
Pr
os
pe
cti
ng
2. 
So
il A
na
lys
is
4. 
Sa
mp
le 
W
all
3. 
Co
lou
r S
am
ple
s
Ph
as
e 2
    
    
 D
esi
gn
 Su
pp
ort
    
   E
ng
ine
eri
ng
 Su
pp
ort
Ph
as
e 3
– m
an
y o
pt
ion
s a
va
ila
ble
 in
 ea
ch
 st
ep
.  S
tep
 op
tio
n s
ele
cti
on
 is
 pr
oje
ct 
sp
ec
ific
.
St
ep
 1.
 F
or
mi
ng
 (8
 op
tio
ns
)
St
ep
 2.
 M
ixi
ng
 (4
 op
tio
ns
)
St
ep
 4.
 R
am
mi
ng
 (4
 op
tio
ns
)
St
ep
 3.
 D
eli
ve
ry
 (4
 op
tio
ns
)
C.
  S
IR
EW
AL
L 
AR
T
-b
iop
hil
ia 
(lo
ve
 of
 na
tu
re
)
Co
lou
r a
nd
 te
xtu
re
 ar
e n
on
-u
nif
or
m.
•C
olo
ur
 co
me
s f
rom
:
  - 
Iro
n o
xid
es
  - 
Lo
ca
l s
oil
  - 
W
hit
e o
r g
rey
 ce
me
nt
•T
ex
tu
re
 co
me
s f
rom
 m
ix 
de
sig
n, 
de
liv
ery
, a
nd
tam
pin
g
 
Th
e F
irs
t D
ec
isi
on
 is
 ab
ou
t
Co
lou
r
Le
t’s
 lo
ok
 at
 im
ag
es 
of 
the
 fo
ur 
op
tio
ns
:
1.
No
 co
lou
r a
dd
ed
2.
Sin
gle
 co
lou
r i
n c
on
sis
ten
t a
mo
un
t
3.
Sin
gle
 co
lou
r v
ari
eg
ate
d
4.
M
ult
i –
 co
lou
r
Gr
ey
 ce
me
nt 
is 
the
 m
os
t c
om
mo
n. 
 O
cc
asi
on
all
y w
hit
e c
em
en
t is
 us
ed
 to
 br
igh
ten
up
 th
e w
all
s o
r a
ch
iev
e p
ast
el 
co
lor
s. 
 
No
 co
lou
r a
dd
ed
 – 
the
 ea
rth
 is
 lig
ht
bro
wn
, th
e s
ec
on
d fl
oo
r s
tuc
co
 is
gre
y
No
 co
lou
r a
dd
ed
 – 
wh
ite
 lim
est
on
e
tai
lin
gs
 an
d w
hit
e c
em
en
t
Sa
me
 pr
oje
ct 
as 
pre
vio
us
 pa
ge
, in
dif
fer
en
t li
gh
t c
on
dit
ion
s
•A
 ty
pic
al 
co
mm
en
t f
rom
ou
r c
lie
nts
: T
he
 w
all
s
ar
e a
lw
ay
s c
ha
ng
ing
ap
pe
ar
an
ce
 w
ith
 th
e
sh
ift
ing
 lig
ht 
co
nd
iti
on
s.
 Th
at 
ma
ke
s t
he
m
en
dle
ssl
y i
nte
res
tin
g ,
an
d s
o d
iff
ere
nt 
fro
m
an
y o
the
r w
all
.
Sin
gle
 co
lou
r -
 ta
n
Sin
gle
 co
lou
r –
 lig
ht 
red
 in
 M
au
i
M
au
i fi
nis
he
d
Sin
gle
 co
lou
r v
ari
eg
ate
d –
 m
us
eu
m
pro
jec
t u
nd
erw
ay
 in
 W
yo
mi
ng
Sin
gle
 co
lou
r v
ari
eg
ate
d –
 W
yo
mi
ng
Li
bra
ry
Int
eri
or 
of 
W
yo
mi
ng
 L
ibr
ary
Int
eri
or 
of 
W
yo
mi
ng
 L
ibr
ary
Sin
gle
 co
lou
r v
ari
eg
ate
d (
inc
lud
es
lif
ts 
of 
no
 ox
ide
s) 
at 
Va
nD
us
en
Ga
rde
ns
Sin
gle
 co
lou
r v
ari
eg
ate
d –
 N
ew
De
lhi
 bo
uti
qu
e h
ote
l
 
Ind
ia 
ho
tel
, d
iff
ere
nt 
lig
ht
 
M
ult
i –
 co
lou
r n
ea
r W
inn
ipe
g i
n
Ca
na
da
W
inn
ipe
g, 
dif
fer
en
t li
gh
t
M
ult
i –
 co
lou
r i
n M
og
an
sh
an
, C
hin
a
M
ult
i –
 co
lou
r f
or 
Vi
da
l S
ass
oo
n i
n
Sh
an
gh
ai
Int
eri
or 
of 
Vi
da
l S
ass
oo
n
M
ult
i –
 co
lou
r i
n S
ha
ng
ha
i W
ine
Sto
re
M
ult
i –
 co
lou
r E
dm
on
ton
 V
all
ey
Zo
o
co
lou
r s
ch
em
e t
ak
en
 fr
om
 ba
nk
s o
f n
ea
rby
 ri
ve
r
Ed
mo
nto
n V
all
ey
 Z
oo
, d
iff
ere
nt
lig
ht
M
ult
i –
 co
lou
r a
t N
k’M
ip 
De
ser
t
Cu
ltu
ral
 C
en
ter
Nk
’M
ip 
De
ser
t C
ult
ur
al 
Ce
nt
er,
 F
irs
t P
lac
e w
inn
er
 at
th
e W
or
ld 
Ar
ch
ite
ctu
re
 F
est
iva
l in
 B
ar
ce
lon
a. 
 
In
 de
sig
n d
ev
elo
pm
en
t t
he
 bu
ild
ing
 ha
d a
 st
uc
co
 fin
ish
, w
hic
h
th
e A
rc
hit
ec
t w
as
 un
ha
pp
y w
ith
.  T
he
n h
e d
isc
ov
er
ed
SI
RE
W
AL
L
W
ild
 m
ult
i-c
olo
ur 
at 
SE
 W
yo
mi
ng
W
elc
om
e C
en
ter
W
yo
mi
ng
 W
elc
om
e C
en
ter
 fin
ish
ed
Te
xtu
re 
– d
om
ina
nt 
pa
rti
cle
 si
ze
•W
e c
an
 gu
ide
 th
e t
ex
tur
e t
hro
ug
h m
ix 
de
sig
n,
de
liv
ery
 an
d r
am
mi
ng
.
•A
 “b
on
ey
” t
ex
tur
e, 
is 
wh
ere
 la
rge
r p
art
icl
es 
are
ab
un
da
ntl
y v
isi
ble
 on
 th
e s
urf
ac
e o
f t
he
 w
all
.
 T
his
 ha
s l
ittl
e i
mp
ac
t o
n t
he
 st
ren
gth
 of
 th
e
wa
ll, 
bu
t a
dd
s c
ha
rac
ter
.  A
ll p
roj
ec
ts 
ha
ve
so
me
 bo
ne
y a
rea
s.
•F
ine
r fi
nis
he
s c
an
 tr
y t
o b
e a
ch
iev
ed
, a
nd
alt
ho
ug
h f
ar 
fro
m 
co
ns
ist
en
t, w
e n
am
e t
he
m 
by
the
 do
mi
na
nt 
pa
rti
cle
 si
ze
 eg
. a
 60
0 m
icr
on
fin
ish
 or
 a 
30
0 m
icr
on
 fin
ish
.  
 
Su
rfa
ce
 te
xtu
re
 ca
n v
ar
y f
ro
m 
th
e
bo
ne
y
SI
RE
W
AL
L 
wi
th
 a 
va
rie
ty 
of
tex
tu
re
s
    
    
  C
los
e-u
p o
f B
on
ey
60
0 m
icr
on
 te
xtu
re
30
0 m
icr
on
 te
xtu
re
Te
xtu
re 
– c
old
 jo
int
s (
sea
ms
be
tw
ee
n o
ne
 da
y’s
 w
ork
 an
d t
he
ne
xt)
W
yo
mi
ng
 L
ibr
ary
 co
ld 
joi
nts
Te
xtu
re 
– t
he
 se
am
s b
elo
w 
are
 in
vis
ibl
e i
n o
the
r
lig
ht 
co
nd
itio
ns
. P
lyw
oo
d f
orm
ing
 se
am
 qu
ali
ty
va
rie
s.
Bo
tto
m 
Li
gh
tin
g
Re
ce
sse
d T
op
 L
igh
tin
g
Ni
ch
e L
igh
tin
g (
the
 vo
id 
co
uld
 go
 ri
gh
t th
rou
gh
 th
e w
all
)
Do
or,
 at
 le
ft,
 sl
ide
s (
dis
ap
pe
ars
) i
nto
 ce
nte
r o
f w
all
A 
dif
fer
en
t h
idd
en
 do
or 
(fu
lly
 op
en
)
Su
rfa
ce
 ra
ise
d a
 un
ifo
rm
 di
sta
nc
e
Su
rfa
ce
 ra
ise
d a
 va
ria
ble
 am
ou
nt 
(fo
rm
wo
rk 
ca
rve
d)
Sh
ell
 ve
in,
 St
on
e &
 A
ba
lon
e E
mb
ed
s, 
& 
Ca
rvi
ng
 (w
ate
r
the
me
)
Ca
rvi
ng
 - r
ais
ed
 po
rti
on
 ha
s b
ee
n h
igh
lig
hte
d u
sin
g
lin
see
d o
il w
ith
 br
ow
n i
ron
 ox
ide
Ha
lf 
he
igh
t R
E 
roo
m 
div
ide
r s
ep
ara
tin
g e
ntr
y (
at 
rig
ht)
fro
m 
liv
ing
 ro
om
 an
d  
fir
ep
lac
e
Stu
mp
 w
ind
ow
 (d
ou
ble
 gl
az
ed
, lo
w 
‘e’
)
Fa
br
ic 
for
mi
ng
 at
 U
ma
n
Re
su
lt o
f E
PD
M
  fo
rm
 lin
er 
ov
er 
int
en
tio
na
lly
 po
or
for
mw
ork
In 
su
mm
ary
, S
IR
EW
AL
L a
rt 
is 
no
n-u
nif
orm
 in
co
lou
r a
nd
 te
xtu
re.
  T
ha
t is
 w
ha
t p
rov
ide
s t
he
co
nn
ec
tio
n t
o n
atu
re.
  T
he
re 
ma
y b
e n
on
-st
ruc
tur
al
ha
irl
ine
 cr
ac
kin
g a
nd
/or
 ef
flo
res
ce
nc
e. 
 W
ith
in 
tha
t
inc
on
sis
ten
cy
 w
e p
lay
 w
ith
 co
lou
r a
nd
 te
xtu
re 
to
me
et 
the
 C
lie
nt’
s w
ish
es.
  W
he
n v
iew
ed
 an
d j
ud
ge
d
up
 cl
os
e, 
the
re 
wi
ll b
e m
an
y “
fla
ws
” t
ha
t p
rov
ide
the
 ch
ara
cte
r a
nd
 in
he
ren
t b
ea
uty
.  T
ak
e a
 fe
w 
ste
ps
ba
ck
 an
d t
he
 re
su
lt i
s v
isu
all
y o
uts
tan
din
g.
Ei
ffa
ge
’s 
sm
oo
th
, s
tri
py
, c
olo
ur
ed
co
nc
re
te 
(n
ot 
SI
RE
W
AL
L)
SI
RE
W
AL
L 
is 
mo
re
 th
an
 ju
st 
a p
re
tty
wa
ll. 
 A
n e
xa
mp
le 
of 
tec
hn
olo
gic
al
ex
ce
lle
nc
e i
s t
ha
t i
t h
as
 be
en
 bu
ilt
 to
 51
’
tal
l (
15
.5m
)
1. 
  S
tre
ng
th
 - I
n 1
99
2, 
fu
ll o
f
en
th
us
ias
m 
an
d e
ne
rg
y, 
we
 bu
ilt
 ou
r fi
rst
wa
ll.
19
92
: 9
.3%
 ce
me
nt
 cr
ea
ted
  o
nly
  3
M
Pa
 (4
35
ps
i) 
co
mp
re
ssi
ve
 st
re
ng
th
Af
ter
 22
 yr
s o
f f
ull
 ex
po
su
re
 to
fre
ez
e/t
ha
w 
& 
we
t/d
ry
 cy
cli
ng
, it
 is
sti
ll s
tan
din
g, 
bu
t h
ea
vil
y e
ro
de
d.
Af
ter
 ap
ply
ing
 m
od
er
n
tec
hn
olo
gy
 to
 an
 an
cie
nt
bu
ild
ing
 sy
ste
m
•
20
0 B
C:
  G
rea
t W
all
 of
 C
hin
a b
uil
t u
sin
g n
o c
em
en
t   
   1
 M
Pa
 (1
45
ps
i)
•
19
92
:  T
he
 fir
st 
SI
RE
WA
LL
 bu
ilt 
wi
th 
9.3
% 
ce
me
nt 
    
    
  3
 M
Pa
 (4
35
ps
i)
 W
e s
till
 ty
pic
all
y u
se 
9.3
% 
ce
me
nt 
bu
t n
ow
 ge
t f
ar 
hig
he
r s
tre
ng
th:
 •
20
08
:  W
yo
mi
ng
 L
ibr
ary
    
    
    
    
 29
.7 
M
Pa
 (4
,30
7p
si)
•
20
09
:   
W
inn
ipe
g (
Gr
an
d B
ea
ch
) w
ash
roo
ms
    
    
 24
.7 
M
Pa
 (3
,58
2p
si)
•
20
10
:   
Va
nc
ou
ve
r’s
 V
an
 D
us
en
 G
ard
en
s  
    
    
   4
5.6
 M
Pa
 (6
,61
2p
si)
•
20
11
:   
Ne
w 
De
lhi
 A
rts
 &
 C
raf
ts 
Bo
uti
qu
e H
ote
l   
    
  3
1.3
 M
Pa
 (4
,53
9p
si)
•
20
12
:   
Ed
mo
nto
n V
all
ey
 Z
oo
    
    
    
    
 22
.1 
M
Pa
 (3
,20
5p
si)
•
20
13
:   
SE
 W
yo
mi
ng
 W
elc
om
e C
en
ter
    
    
    
 33
.1 
M
Pa
 (4
,80
0p
si)
•
20
14
:   
W
yo
mi
ng
 M
us
eu
m 
    
    
    
    
21
.7 
M
Pa
 (3
,14
7p
si)
 Co
mp
are
 w
ith
 co
nc
ret
e w
all
s (
20
% 
ce
me
nt)
 th
at 
typ
ica
lly
 yi
eld
 20
 M
Pa
 (2
,99
0p
si)
 st
ren
gth
    
    
An
d y
es,
 it
’s 
loa
db
ea
rin
g (
ca
rr
ies
 th
e c
on
cr
ete
flo
or
s o
n e
ith
er
 si
de
 of
 th
e S
IR
EW
AL
L)
Is 
it 
dif
fic
ult
 to
 fin
d t
he
 ri
gh
t c
om
bin
ati
on
of 
so
ils
 in
 a 
ne
w 
ar
ea
?
W
e h
av
e y
et 
to 
fai
l in
 th
at 
en
de
av
ou
r, a
lth
ou
gh
we
 ha
ve
 ha
d s
om
e c
ha
lle
ng
es:
M
au
i   
    
  !
    
Vo
lca
nic
 so
ils
    
W
inn
ipe
g  
   !
    
Ex
pa
ns
ive
 cl
ay
s
W
yo
mi
ng
    
 !
    
Gl
ac
ial
 til
l a
nd
 sc
ori
a
Ne
wf
ou
nd
lan
d  
   !
    
Li
me
sto
ne
Ne
w 
De
lhi
    
 !
    
Qu
art
zit
e
 In 
all
 th
e a
bo
ve
 lo
ca
tio
ns
 w
e w
ere
 ab
le 
to 
att
ain
ov
er 
20
M
Pa
 (c
on
cre
te 
str
en
gth
) w
ith
 un
de
r
10
% 
ce
me
nt.
  T
o d
o t
his
 w
e h
av
e d
ev
elo
pe
d
W
ill 
SI
RE
W
AL
L 
wo
rk
 in
 m
y
loc
ati
on
?
W
e h
av
e h
ad
 ve
ry 
go
od
 re
su
lts
 in
:
 Ve
ry
 ho
t –
 O
so
yo
os
 40
C,
 W
inn
ipe
g 4
0C
, N
ew
 D
elh
i 5
0C
 (4
0C
=1
04
F)
 Ve
ry
 co
ld 
–E
dm
on
ton
 -4
0C
, W
inn
ipe
g -
40
C,
 Pi
ne
da
le 
-30
C 
(-4
0C
=-
40
F)
 Ve
ry
 dr
y –
 O
so
yo
os
 (S
on
ora
 de
ser
t),
 Tu
ba
 C
ity
 (P
ain
ted
 D
ese
rt)
 Ve
ry
 w
et/
hu
mi
d –
 m
an
y S
IR
EW
AL
Ls
 on
 Sa
lts
pri
ng
 Is
lan
d a
t e
dg
e o
f t
he
rai
nfo
res
t, S
ha
ng
ha
i, m
on
so
on
s i
n I
nd
ia 
& 
Sr
i L
an
ka
 Ve
ry
 w
ind
y –
 C
he
ye
nn
e, 
Pin
ed
ale
, S
he
rid
an
 Th
ere
 ar
e a
 fe
w 
pla
ce
s w
he
re 
SI
RE
WA
LL
 is
 un
su
ita
ble
 (e
g. 
No
rth
/So
uth
Po
le)
.
 
To
 ge
t t
ha
t s
tre
ng
th
 w
e h
av
e t
o p
ay
 cl
os
e
att
en
tio
n t
o t
he
 so
ils
 w
e u
se.
  W
e n
ev
er
us
e b
iom
as
s.
2. 
En
er
gy
 E
ffi
cie
nc
y -
 50
%
 of
 en
er
gy
 us
ed
 in
bu
ild
ing
s i
s f
or
 he
ati
ng
 an
d c
oo
lin
g
St
an
da
rd
 SI
RE
W
AL
L 
ma
ke
up
St
ati
c R
-va
lue
s
   8”
 E
xte
rio
r w
yth
e  
  R
2
4”
 Po
lyi
so
 in
su
lat
ion
    
R2
8
12
” I
nte
rio
r w
yth
e  
  R
3
Re
ba
r i
nte
rw
yth
e  
  -R
1
 To
tal
 St
ati
c R
-va
lue
 = 
   R
32
W
ha
t i
s a
 D
yn
am
ic 
R-
va
lue
?
•H
ist
ori
ca
lly
, b
uil
din
g w
all
s h
av
e b
ee
n e
ith
er
ma
ss 
wi
th 
litt
le 
ins
ula
tio
n(e
g. 
sto
ne
, c
on
cre
te,
an
d b
ric
k) 
or 
ins
ula
tio
n w
ith
 lit
tle
 m
ass
(eg
.
str
aw
 ba
le 
or 
wo
od
 fr
am
e w
ith
 in
su
lat
ion
).
On
ly 
rec
en
tly
 ar
e t
he
re 
wa
lls
 w
ith
 hi
gh
 in
ter
ior
ma
ss,
 in
sid
e t
he
 th
erm
al 
en
ve
lop
e, 
tha
t a
re
ex
po
sed
 to
 pa
ssi
ve
 so
lar
 en
erg
y. 
 T
he
 en
erg
y
effi
cie
nc
y b
en
efi
t o
f e
xp
os
ed
 m
ass
 co
nta
ine
d
wi
thi
n h
igh
 in
su
lat
ion
 is
 ex
pre
sse
d a
s t
he
Dy
na
mi
c R
-va
lue
.
SI
RE
W
AL
L 
Dy
na
mi
c R
-va
lue
 is
 R
-48
 to
R-
72
Jan
 K
os
ny
’s 
wo
rk 
on
 D
yn
am
ic 
R-
va
lue
s a
t
Oa
kri
dg
e N
ati
on
al 
La
bo
rat
ory
 sh
ow
s t
ha
t th
e
be
ne
fit 
is 
sit
e d
ep
en
de
nt.
  T
yp
ica
l d
yn
am
ic 
R-
va
lue
s a
re 
1.5
 to
 2.
25
 tim
es 
the
 St
ati
c R
-va
lue
.
 E
xp
os
ed
 in
ter
ior
 m
ass
, th
at 
is 
ins
ula
ted
, m
ak
es
yo
ur 
wa
ll a
t le
ast
 50
% 
mo
re 
en
erg
y e
ffi
cie
nt.
 Si
tes
 w
ith
 m
ore
 so
lar
 ga
in 
wi
ll b
e a
t th
e t
op
en
d o
f t
ha
t m
ult
ipl
ier
 (2
25
% 
mo
re 
effi
cie
nt)
.
 T
he
re 
is 
mo
re 
de
tai
l o
n D
yn
am
ic 
R-
va
lue
s o
n
pa
ge
 56
7-5
70
 in
 M
od
ern
 E
art
h B
uil
din
gs
(W
oo
dh
ea
d P
ub
lis
hin
g 2
01
2) 
au
tho
red
 by
M
ero
r K
ray
en
ho
ff 
of 
SI
RE
WA
LL
.   
 
3. 
Co
mf
or
t
In 
20
01
, w
e u
sed
 a 
rem
ote
 th
erm
om
ete
r i
n t
he
25
’ ta
ll r
oo
m 
sh
ow
n. 
 To
 ou
r s
urp
ris
e t
he
su
rfa
ce
 te
mp
era
tur
e o
f t
he
 w
all
s, 
ce
ilin
g, 
an
d
flo
or 
we
re 
all
 w
ith
in 
1d
eg
C.
  W
e e
xp
ec
ted
str
ati
fic
ati
on
.  A
fte
r t
est
ing
 ot
he
r S
IR
EW
AL
L
bu
ild
ing
s, 
we
 no
w 
be
tte
r u
nd
ers
tan
d t
he
“ra
dia
nt 
en
vir
on
me
nt”
 cr
ea
ted
 by
 hi
gh
 m
ass
co
nta
ine
d w
ith
in 
hig
h i
ns
ula
tio
n t
ha
t is
pu
nc
tur
ed
 on
ly 
wi
th 
low
 ‘e
’ g
laz
ing
.  H
ow
 it
wo
rks
 is
 th
at 
the
 in
fra
red
 en
erg
y, 
wh
ich
 is
co
ns
tan
tly
 bo
un
cin
g a
rou
nd
 th
e s
pa
ce
 tr
yin
g t
o
eq
ua
liz
e s
urf
ac
e t
em
pe
rat
ure
s, 
no
w 
ha
s n
o
esc
ap
e t
hro
ug
h w
ind
ow
s a
nd
 is
 st
ore
d i
ns
ide
sig
nifi
ca
nt 
the
rm
al 
ma
ss.
  T
he
 be
ne
fit 
is 
tha
t
the
 hu
ma
n b
od
y i
s h
ea
ted
 by
 th
e s
urf
ac
es
aro
un
d i
t, n
ot 
by
 th
e t
em
pe
rat
ure
 of
 th
e a
ir.
 C
om
for
t is
 ac
hie
ve
d a
t a
 m
uc
h l
ow
er 
air
tem
pe
rat
ure
 (e
g. 
16
de
gC
 fe
els
 lik
e 2
0d
eg
C)
.
 It
’s 
lik
e b
ein
g i
n a
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w 
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pe
rat
ure
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to 
wh
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ve
r t
em
pe
rat
ure
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t c
om
for
tab
le.
4a
.  T
em
pe
ra
tu
re
 F
lyw
he
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•T
EM
PE
RA
TU
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:  
BC
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ta 
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ge
r o
n
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 in
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e a
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 ou
tsi
de
 of
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 no
rth
 w
all
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d a
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he
ate
d
SI
RE
WA
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.  T
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ou
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 te
mp
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s
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ow
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n r
ed
 (a
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 7d
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C
& 
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 0d
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C)
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ve
r
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th 
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e
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s
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gC
 w
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 a 
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14
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gC
.  T
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d 9
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gC
 (1
7d
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F)
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o
4b
.   
Hu
mi
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y F
lyw
he
el
•H
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idi
ty:
  T
he
 sa
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BC
IT
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ta 
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d
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nth
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n
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%
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e
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t
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n E
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RE
WA
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)
Bu
ild
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s s
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rt 
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s, 
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,
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d f
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e f
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o
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d
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h p
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.
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 a 
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ic.
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LL
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is 
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e
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s o
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ll s
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t c
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l
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t
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ife
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e
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r
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l
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l e
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SI
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WA
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s
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d
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n s
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y o
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ho
me
.
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 go
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e o
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For prices or more information visit www.macsteel.co.za
Printed by Record Printing 011 422-6084
Dimensions 1,6mm 2,0mm 2,5mm 3,0mm 3,5mm 4,0mm 4,5mm 5,0mm 6,0mm
15,9 0.563 0.681
19,1 0.688 0.840
21,3 0.778 0.953 1.158
25,4 0.939 1.154 1.411
27,0 1.002 1.233 1.502 1.768
31,8 1.189 1.467 1.817
34,1 1.282 1.562 1.942 2.293 2.969
38,1 1.440 1.780 2.192 2.790 3.364
42,8 1,642 2.012 2.484 2.944 3.827
48,5 1.846 2.288 2.830 3.358 4.366 4.883
50,8 1.940 2.406 3.089 3.533 4.083 4.616
57,2 2.191 2.718 3.089 4.003 5.248
60,3 2.317 2.875 3.700 4.224 4.876 5.551 6.154
63,5 2.440 3.031 3.758 4.472 5.174 5.875 6.541
76,2 2.942 3.658 4.534 5.416 6.261 7.105 7.939 8.771 10.387
88,9 4.286 5.327 6.355 7.371 8.375 9.336 10.344 12.265
101,6 4.908 6.104 7.288 8.460 9.619 10.760 11.911 14.135
114,3 5.534 6.893 8.221 9.555 10.880 12.170 13.465 16.011
127,0 6.165 7.669 9.166 10.660 12.120 13.590 15.044 17.880
139,7 10.110 11.760 13.390 15.000 16.610 19.780
152,4 11.050 12.850 14.640 16.410 18.180 21.660
165,1 11.990 13.950 15.890 17.810 19.740 23.540
193,7 16.440 21.030 27.820
Mass per Metre STRUCTURAL ROUND TUBING (HOT ROLLED)
TUBO REDONDO
Dimensions 1,6mm 2,0mm 2,5mm 3,0mm 3,5mm 4,0mm 4,5mm 5,0mm 6,0mm
12,7 X 12,7 0.575
15,9 X 15,9 0.734
19,05 X 19,05 0.894 1.097
25,4 X 25,4 1.212 1.496 1.817 2.164
31,75 X 31,75 1.531 1.894 2.391 2.831
38,1 X 38,1 1.850 2.293 2.892 3.326
50,8 X 50,8 2.488 3.090 3.979 4.472 5.174 5.864 6.541
60,33 X 60,33 2.937 3.652 4.534 5.403 6.261 7.105 7.939
63,5 X 63,5 3.090 3.844 4.774 5.691 6.597 7.499 8.371
76,2 X 76,2 3.710 4.583 5.690 6.801 7.891 8.969 10.034
101,6 X 101,6 6.160 7.669 9.166 10.650 12.120 13.580 15.030 17.900
120,0 X 120,0 16.410 18.180 21.160
150,0 X 150,0 21.030 27.820
200,0 X 200,0 29.800 39.510
250,0 X 250,0 35.450 47.050
SQUARE TUBING (HOT ROLLED)
TUBO QUADRADO Please note that other sizes can
be supplied on application.
All tubing is normally supplied in 6 metre
lengths, but other lengths are available on
application. Please contact our Structural
Steel Division for more Info.
ALL TUBING 3,0MM OR THICKER CAN
BE SUPPLIED IN  Structatube  300
Cold rolled and galvanised tubing also
available on request.
We cannot accept responsibility for any mis-
interpretations or inaccuracies of the above.
TM
2
For prices or more information visit www.macsteel.co.za
For prices or more information visit www.macsteel.co.za3
COLD FORMED SECTIONS
PERFIS LAMINADO A FRIO
Dimensions 1,6mm 2,0mm 2,5mm 3,0mm 3,5mm 4,0mm 4,5mm 5,0mm 6,0mm
25,4 X 12,7 0.894 1.098
31,8 X 19,05 1.212 1.469
38,1 X 19,05 1.435 1.667
38,1 X 25,4 1.531 1.894 2.390
50,8 X 25,4 1.850 2.293 2.803 3.326
50,8 X 38,1 2.190 2.718 3.366 4.003
60,0 X 40,0 3.041 3.770 4.487
76,2 X 25,4 2.440 3.031 3.758 4.472 5.174
76,2 X 38,1 2.817 3.501 4.346 5.178 5.998 6.652 7.939
76,2 X 50,8 3.090 3.844 4.774 5.691 6.597 7.499 8.371
100 X 50 4.583 5.690 6.801 7.891 8.969 10.034 11.910 14.140
127,0 X 76,2 6.160 7.669 9.116 10.650 12.120 13.580 15.030 17.888
152,4 X 76,2 10.100 11.750 15.000 16.610 19.770
150,0 X 100,0 11.040 12.840 14.630 16.400 18.160 21.640
160,0 X 80,0 11.040 12.840 14.630 16.400 18.160 21.640
200,0 X 100,0 16.420 21.000 27.770
200,0 X 150,0 18,600 23.800 31.520
250,0 X 150,0 29.800 39.510
LIPPED ANGLE 2,0mm 2,5mm 3,00mm
75 x 50 x 20 2.4000 2.940 3.4600
100 x 75 x 20 3.190 3.930 4.640
LIPPED CHANNEL 2,0mm 2,5mm 3,0mm
75 x 50 x 20 3.120 3.830 4.500
100 x 50 x 20 3.520 4.320 5.090
100 x 64 x 20 3.960 4.870 5.750
100 x 75 x 20 4.300 5.300 6.260
125 x 50 x 20 3.910 4.810 5.680
125 x 64 x 20 4.350 5.360 6.330
125 x 75 x 20 4.690 5.790 6.850
150 x 50 x 20 4.300 5.300 6.260
150 x 64 x 20 4.740 5.850 6.920
150 x 75 x 20 5.090 6.280 7.440
175 x 50 x 20 4.690 5.790 6.850
175 x 64 x 20 5.130 6.340 7.510
175 x 75 x 20 5.480 6.770 8.030
200 x 50 x 20 5.090 6.280 7.440
200 x 75 x 20 5.870 7.260 8.620
250 x 75 x 20 6.660 8.240 9.800
Mass per Metre RECTANGULAR (HOT ROLLED)
TUBO RECTANGULAR
Please note that other sizes can
be supplied on application.
All tubing is normally supplied in 6 metre
lengths, but other lengths are available on
application. Please contact our Structural
Steel Division for more Info.
ALL TUBING 3,0MM OR THICKER CAN
BE SUPPLIED IN  Structatube  300
Cold rolled tubing also available on request.
TM
All cold formed sections are normally supplied
in 6,0 or 9,145 metre lengths, but other
lengths are available on application.
Please contact our Structural Steel Division for
more Info.
We cannot accept responsibility for any misinterpretations or inaccuracies of the above.
LIPPED ANGLE
LIPPED CHANNEL
For prices or more information visit www.macsteel.co.za
4
Mass per Metre EQUAL ANGLE MILD STEEL
CORNIERES EGAL
CANTONEIRA DE ABAS IGUAIS
Dimensions 2,5mm 3mm 4mm 5mm 6mm 8mm 10mm
25 X 25 0.953 1.114 1.773
30 X 30 1.171 1.363 2.180
40 X 40 1.582 1.874 2.974 3.516
45 X 45 2.131 3.378 3.998
50 X 50 2.367 3.056 3.770 4.469 5.819
60 X 60 3.696 4.568 5.423 7.088 8.689
Dimensions 6mm 8mm 10mm 12mm 16mm 20mm 25mm
100 4.710 6.280 7.850 9.420 12.560 15.700 19.625
110 8.635
130 8.164 10.205 12.246 16.328 20.410 25.513
150 9.420 11.775 14.130 18.840 23.550 29.438
180 14.130 16.956 22.608 28.260 35.325
200 15.700 18.840 25.120 31.400 39.250
Dimensions 5mm 6mm 8mm 10mm 12mm 16mm 20mm 25mm
20 0.785 0.942 1.256 1.570 1.880
25 0.981 1.178 1.570 1.963 2.355
30 1.178 1.413 1.884 2.355 2.826
40 1.570 1.884 2.512 3.140 3.768 5.024 6.280 7.850
50 1.963 2.355 3.140 3.925 4.710 6.280 7.850 9.813
60 2.826 3.768 4.710 5.652 7.536 9.420 11.775
65 3.062 4.802 5.103 6.123 8.164 10.205 12.756
70 3.297 4.396 5.495 6.594 8.792 10.990
80 3.768 5.024 6.280 7.536 10.048 12.560 15.700
90 4.239 5.652 7.065 8.478 11.304 14.130 17.663
Dimensions 6mm 8mm 10mm 12mm
70 X 70 6.380 8.358 10.273
80 X 80 7.338 9.630 11.859 14.026
90 X 90 8.297 10.904 13.447 15.928
100 X 100 12.179 15.036 17.831
120 X 120 14.712 18.197 21.620
150 X 150 22.981 27.345
EQUAL ANGLE SANS 1431 Grade 350WA
CORNIERES EGAL
CANTONEIRA DE ABAS IGUAIS
Dimensions 6mm 8mm 10mm 12mm
65 X 50 5.160 6.750
75 X 50 5.650 7.390
80 X 60 6.370 8.340
90 X 65 7.070 9.290 11.400
100 X 65 9.940
100 X 75 8.044 10.572 13.370 15.439
125 X 75 12.160 15.017 17.812
150 X 75 16.979 20.167
150 X 90 18.176 21.599
UNEQUAL ANGLE SANS 1431 Grade 350WA
CORNIERES ENEGAL
CANTONEIRA DE ABAS DESIGUAIS
FLAT BAR MILD STEEL
FER PLAT - QUALITE COMMERCIAL
BARRA RECTANGULAR - QUALIDADE COMERCIAL
FLAT BAR SANS 1431 Grade 350WA
FER PLAT
BARRA RECTANGULAR
Please contact our Structural Steel Division for Sizes not Listed Above.
We cannot accept responsibility for any misinterpretations or inaccuracies of the above.
For prices or more information visit www.macsteel.co.za
Mass per Metre
100 x 50 10.100 5.000 8.400 100.000 50.000
180 x 70 21.100 7.000 10.900 180.000 70.000
200 x 75 24.300 7.500 11.400 200.000 75.000
230 x 90 32.200 7.500 14.000 230.000 90.000
260 x 90 34.800 8.000 14.000 260.000 90.000
300 x 100 45.400 9.000 16.500 300.000 100.000
KG/M Web Flange Height Width
Dimensions   Dimensions
57 x 51 6.840 6.100 6.100 57.200 50.800
76 x 38 6.700 5.100 6.800 76.200 38.100
100 x 50 10.727 6.000 8.500 100.000 50.000
120 x 55 13.546 7.000 9.000 120.000 55.000
127 x 64 14.926 6.400 9.200 127.000 63.500
140 x 60 16.223 7.000 10.000 140.000 60.000
152 x 76 17.911 6.400 9.000 152.400 76.200
160 x 65 19.122 7.500 10.500 160.000 65.000
178 x 54 14.546 5.800 8.400 177.800 54.000
180 x 70 22.265 8.000 11.000 180.000 70.000
200 x 75 25.400 8.500 11.500 200.000 75.000
TAPER FLANGE CHANNEL SANS 1431 Grade 350WA
UPN
FERRO U
KG/M Web Flange Height Width
Dimensions   Dimensions
203 x 133 25.100 5.800 7.800 203.200 133.400
203 x 133 30.000 6.300 9.600 206.800 133.800
254 x 146 31.100 6.100 8.600 251.500 146.100
254 x 146 37.000 6.400 10.900 256.000 146.400
254 x 146 43.000 7.300 12.700 259.600 147.300
305 x 102 24.800 5.800 6.800 304.800 101.600
305 x 102 28.200 6.100 8.900 308.900 101.900
305 x 102 32.800 6.600 10.800 312.700 102.400
305 x 165 40.300 6.100 10.200 303.800 165.100
305 x 165 46.100 6.700 11.800 307.100 165.700
305 x 165 54.000 7.700 13.700 310.900 166.800
356 x 171 45.000 6.900 9.700 352.000 171.000
356 x 171 51.000 7.300 11.500 355.600 171.500
356 x 171 57.000 8.000 13.000 358.600 172.100
356 x 171 67.100 9.100 15.700 364.000 173.200
406 x 140 39.000 6.300 8.600 397.300 141.800
406 x 140 46.000 6.900 11.200 402.300 142.400
406 x 178 54.100 7.600 10.900 402.600 177.600
406 x 178 60.100 7.800 12.800 406.400 177.800
406 x 178 67.100 8.800 14.300 409.400 178.800
406 x 178 74.200 9.700 16.000 412.800 179.700
457 x 191 67.100 8.500 12.700 453.600 189.900
457 x 191 74.300 9.100 14.500 457.200 190.500
457 x 191 82.000 9.900 16.000 460.200 191.300
533 x 210 82.200 9.600 13.200 528.300 208.700
533 x 210 92.100 10.200 15.600 533.100 209.300
533 x 210 101.000 10.900 17.400 536.700 210.100
UNIVERSAL BEAMS SANS 1431 Grade 350WA
H.E.A. S275JR
FERRO I
PARALLEL FLANGE CHANNEL SANS 1431 Grade 350WA
UPN - A AILES PARALLEL
FERRO I
KG/M Web Flange Height Width
Dimensions   Dimensions
5
Please contact our Structural Steel Division for Sizes not Listed Above.
We cannot accept responsibility for any misinterpretations or inaccuracies of the above.
For prices or more information visit www.macsteel.co.za
Mass per Metre
203 x 152 52.300 8.900 16.500 203.200 152.400
KG/M Web Flange Height Width
Dimensions   Dimensions
152 x 152 23.000 6.100 6.800 152.400 152.400
152 x 152 30.000 6.600 9.400 157.500 152.900
152 x 152 37.000 8.100 11.500 161.800 154.400
203 x 203 46.100 7.300 11.000 203.200 203.200
203 x 203 52.000 8.000 12.500 206.200 203.900
203 x 203 60.000 9.300 14.200 209.600 205.200
203 x 203 71.000 10.300 17.300 215.900 206.200
203 x 203 86.100 13.000 20.500 222.300 208.800
254 x 254 73.100 8.600 14.200 254.200 254.000
254 x 254 88.900 10.500 17.300 260.400 255.900
254 x 254 107.100 13.000 20.500 266.000 258.000
305 x 305 96.900 9.900 15.400 307.800 304.800
305 x 305 117.900 11.900 18.700 314.500 306.800
305 x 305 136.900 13.800 21.700 320.500 308.700
JOISTS - TAPER SANS 1431 Grade 350WA
FERRO I
UNIVERSAL COLUMN SANS 1431 Grade 350WA
H.E.B.
FERRO I
100 x 55 8.104 4.100 5.700 100.000 55.000
120 x 64 10.370 4.400 6.300 120.000 64.000
140 x 73 12.894 4.700 6.900 140.000 73.000
160 x 82 15.772 5.000 7.400 160.000 82.000
180 x 91 18.799 5.300 8.000 180.000 91.000
200 x 100 22.360 5.600 8.500 200.000 100.000
KG/M Web Flange Height Width
Dimensions   Dimensions
IPE SECTIONS SANS 1431 Grade 350WA
I.P.E. PROFILES
FERRO I
100 x 55 6.720 3.600 4.500 97.600 55.000
120 x 64 8.357 3.800 4.800 117.000 64.000
140 x 73 10.054 3.800 5.200 136.600 73.000
160 x 82 12.315 4.000 5.600 156.400 82.000
180 x 91 14.940 4.300 6.200 176.400 91.000
200 x 100 17.954 4.500 6.700 196.400 100.000
KG/M Web Flange Height Width
Dimensions   Dimensions
IPE SECTIONS SANS “AA’’ 1431 Grade 350WA
I.P.E. AA PROFILES
FERRO I
KG/M Web Flange Height Width
Dimensions   Dimensions
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Please contact our Structural Steel Division for Sizes not Listed Above.
We cannot accept responsibility for any misinterpretations or inaccuracies of the above.
Size Kg/m
15 kg 14.905
22 kg 22.542
30 kg 30.150
40 kg 40.310
RAILS DRILLED (standard holes)
RAIL CHEMIN DE FER
CARRIS
For prices or more information visit www.macsteel.co.za
Please contact our Structural Steel Division for Sizes not Listed Above.
We cannot accept responsibility for any misinterpretations or inaccuracies of the above.
Dimensions 6mm 8mm 10mm 12mm 16m 20mm 22mm 24mm
0.222 0.395 0.617 0.888 1.578 2.466 2.984 3.551
Dimensions 25mm 30mm 32mm 35mm 40mm 45mm 50mm
3.853 5.549 6.313 7.553 9.865 12.485 15.413
Contact our Speciality Steel Division for Larger Sizes of Round Bar and Different Grades
SQUARE BAR MILD STEEL
FER CARRE
BARRA QUADRADA
Dimensions 8mm 10mm 12mm 16mm 20mm 25mm
0.502 0.785 1.130 2.010 3.140 4.910
DEFORMED ROUND BAR 450MPA
FER A BETON
VARAO NERVURADO
WINDOW SECTIONS
PERFIS PARA JANELA
F4B T6 T13 PFX7 PF7 LF7  Light
2.530 Kg 0.890 Kg 1.260 Kg 1.411 Kg 1.175 Kg 1.100 Kg
L-FX7  Light L-T13  Light
1.311 Kg 1.00 Kg
Dimensions 10mm 12mm 16mm 20mm 25mm 32mm
0.617 0.888 1.580 2.470 3.850 6.310
Dimensions 30mm 40mm 50mm
7.070 12.600 19.600
Contact our Speciality Steel Division for Larger Sizes of Square Bar and Different Grades
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Mass per Metre ROUND BAR MILD STEEL
FER ROND
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For prices or more information visit www.macsteel.co.za
We cannot accept responsibility for any misinterpretations or inaccuracies of the above.
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4,5mm 5,0mm 6,0mm 8,0mm 10,0mm 12,0mm 16,0mm 20,0mm 25,0mm
2500 X 1200 106.000 118.000 141.000 188.000 236.000 283.000 377.000 471.000 589.000
3000 X 1500 177.000 212.000 283.000 353.000 424.000 565.000 707.000 883.000
Mass per Each COMMERCIAL QUALITY PLATES
TOLES
CHAPA ACO MACIO
5,0mm 6,0mm 8,0mm 10,0mm 12,0mm 16,0mm 20,0mm 25,0mm
2500 X 1200 118.000 141.000 188.000 236.000 283.000 377.000 471.000 589.000
4000 X 2000 628.000
HARDWEARING PLATES - SS10/200 / WEARPLATE 200
TOLES D’USURE
CHAPA SS10/200
5,0mm 6,0mm 8,0mm 10,0mm 12,0mm 16,0mm 20,0mm 25,0mm
2500 X 1200 118.000 141.000 188.000 236.000 283.000 377.000 471.000 589.000
3000 X 1500 177.000 212.000 283.000 353.000 424.000 565.000 707.000 883.000
4000 X 2000 314.000 377.000 502.000 628.000 754.000 1005.000 1256.000 1570.000
10000 X 2400 942.000 1130.000 1507.000 1884.000 2261.000 3014.000 3768.000 4710.000
SANS 1431/300WA PLATES
TOLES
CHAPA 300WA
30mm 32mm 40mm 50mm
2500 X 1200 707.000 754.000 942.000 1178.000
3,0 / 4,6 4,5 / 6,1 6,0 / 7,6 8,0 / 9,6
2500 X 1200 78.000 113.000 149.000 196.000
HOT ROLLED SHEETS - COMMERCIAL QUALITY
TOLES A CHAUD
CHAPA LAMINADA A QUENTE
VASTRAP FLOOR PLATES
TOLES
CHAPA DE OLIVIERA/LAGRIMA
1,6mm 2,0mm 2,5mm 2,8mm 3,0mm 4,0mm
1850 X 925 22.010 27.510 34.390 41.270
2450 X 925 29.150 36.440 45.550 54.660
2450 X 1225 38.600 48.250 60.320 67.560 72.380 96.510
3050 X 1225 48.060 60.070 75.090 90.110
3000 X 1500 72.351 90.440 108.530 144.700
4000 X 1800 173.640 231.520
COLD ROLLED SHEETS - COMMERCIAL QUALITY
TOLES A FROID
CHAPA LAMINADA A FRIO
0,5mm 0,6mm 0,8mm 1,0mm 1,2mm 1,6mm 2,0mm
1850 X 925 6.880 8.250 11.010 13.760 16.510 22.010 27.510
2450 X 925 9.110 10.930 14.570 18.220 21.860 29.150 36.440
2450 X 1225 12.060 14.480 19.300 24.130 28.950 38.600 48.250
GALVANISED FLAT SHEET - Z275
TOLES GALVANISE
CHAPA GALVANIZADA
0,5mm 0,6mm 0,8mm 1,0mm 1,2mm 1,6mm 1,9mm 3,0mm
1850 X 925 6.880 8.250 11.010 13.760 16.510 22.010 26.140
2450 X 925 9.110 10.930 14.570 18.220 21.860 29.150 34.610
2450 X 1225 12.060 14.480 19.300 24.130 28.950 38.600 45.840 72.380
PLEASE NOTE THAT DIFFERENT SIZES & QUALITIES OF PLATE AND SHEET ARE AVAILABLE FROM OUR STRUCTURAL STEEL DIVISION ON REQUEST.
For prices or more information visit www.macsteel.co.za9
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION % (LADLE ANALYSIS) TENSILE YIELD ELONGATION % (MIN) CHARPY
QUALITY C Mn P S Si V Al Mo Ni Cr Cu B Nb STRENGTH STRESS ON GAUGE LENTH V NOTCH
(MIN) (MIN)
Max Max Max Max Max Max Max Max Max Max (Mpa) (Mpa) 200 mm 5,65 ✓ So TEMP ˚C AVE (J)
MILD STEEL 0.25 0.04 0.04
COMMERCIAL QUALITY NOT SPECIFIED
BS 4360 43A 0.25 1.60 0.05 0.05 0.50 430/ 275 20 22
AR 580 (t<16)
43C 0.18 1.50 0.05 0.05 0.50 430/ 275 20 22 0 27
AR 580 (t<16)
43D 0.16 1.50 0.04 0.04 0.10/ 430/ 275 20 22 -20 27
0.50 AR 580 (t<16)
0.23 1.60 0.05 0.05 0.50 0.003/ 0.003/ 490/ 355 18 20 20 27
50B 0.10 0.10 AR 640 (t<16)
50C 0.20 1.50 0.05 0.05 0.50 0.003/ 490/ 355 18 20 0 27
0.10 AR 640 (t<16)
SABS 1431 300WA 0.22 1.60 0.04 0.04 0.50 450/ 300 20 22
AR 620 (t<40)
300WC 0.22 1.60 0.04 0.04 0.50 450/ 300 20 22 0 27
AR 620 (t<40)
300WDD 0.22 1.60 0.04 0.04 0.50 450/ 300 20 22 -30 27
AR 620 (t<40)
350WA 0.22 1.60 0.04 0.04 0.50 480/ 350 18 20
AR 620 (t<40)
350WC 0.22 1.60 0.04 0.04 0.50 480/ 350 18 20 0 27
AR 650 (t<40)
350WD 0.22 1.60 0.04 0.04 0.50 480/ 350 18 20 -30 27
AR 650 (t<40)
BSEN10025 S275JR 0.22 1.50 0.045 0.045 - 0.009 510 275 22* 20 27
S275JO 0.18 1.50 0.045 0.04 - 0.009 510 275 22 0 27
S275J2G3 0.18 1.50 0.035 0.035 - 430 275 22 -20 27
S355JR 0.24 1.60 0.045 0.045 0.55 0.009 510/680 355 22 20 27
S355JO 0.20 1.60 0.040 0.040 0.55 0.009 510/680 355 22 0 28
BSEN10025 S355J2G3 0.20 1.60 0.035 0.035 0.55 510/680 355 22 -20 27
CORROSION RESISTANT 0.12 0.20/ 0.07/ 0.05 0.25/ 0.65 0.30/ 0.25/ 480/ 345 18 22
WR 50BI CORTEN A 0.50 0.15 0.75 1.25 0.55 (t<12.7) (t<12.7) (t<12.7) (50mm)
0.19 0.20/ 0.04 0.05 0.30/ 0.02/ 0.015/ 0.40 0.40/ 0.25 480/ 345 18 21
1.25 0.65 0.10 0.06 0.70 0.40 (t<100) (t<100) (t<100) (50mm)
0.19 0.80/ 0.04 0.05 0.30/ 0.04/ 0.015/ 0.40 0.40/ 0.25 550/ 415 16 21
1.35 0.65 0.10 0.06 0.70 0.40 (t<25) (t<25) (t<25) (50mm)
WEAR RESISTANT 10/200 0.40/ 0.60/ 0.03 0.045 0.35
0.55 1.00 0.35 NOT SPECIFIED
PRESSURE VESSEL 0.25 0.60/ 0.03 0.045 0.35 0.10 0.30 0.25 0.30 430 240 23
WR 50BI CORTEN A 1.40 550 (16<t<40)
BS 1501/161/430A 0.25 0.60/ 0.03 0.03 0.10/ 0.10 0.30 0.25 0.30 430 230 23
1.40 0.35 550 (40<t<63)
TECHNICAL DATA - PLATES
For prices or more information visit www.macsteel.co.za
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THICKNESS TYPICAL HARDNESS TYPICAL TENSILE TYPICAL YIELD TYPICAL IMPACT MAX TYPICAL WELDABILITY
RANGE B.H.N. H.R.C. STRENGTH STRENGTH STRENGTH OPERATING ELONGATION COMMENTS
(mm) (Mpa) (Mpa) (J) TEMP (˚C) (%) SMAW GMAW
Mild Steel 2-50 130 - 400 250 - - 23 E6013 ER70S-6 For Comparison Only
VRN 200 3-50 200 13 580 450 - 250 - E7018 ER70-S6 Low cost liners, mechanical propertries not guaranteed
VRN 360 30-100 387 40 1260 1100 41 @ 20˚C 330 16 E7018 ER70-S6 Good wear resistance and weldability
VRN 400 6-25 418 44 1300 1050 35 @ 0˚C 330 14 E7018 ER70-S6 Excellent wear resistance and fabrication properties.
Good weldability
VRN 500 4-50 520 53 1595 1332 65 @ 0˚C 300 15 E7018 ER70-S6 Extremely high wear resistance and impact resistance
E8016
Weld on backing plate only use CRC overlay plate for severe sliding wear applications up to
VRN 600 9-25 600 59 - - - 700 - E6013, E7018, ER70S-6 600˚C. Also available in buttons
VRN BOLTS M12
M16 440 47 1350 1120 - 300 - - - Special bolts developed for attachment of liners
M20
VRN 690 3-150 260 25 840 760 86 @ 50˚C 500 24 E9018 ER100S-6 Extra high strength structural steel with good weldability and
E11018 formability
TM 600 3-10 240 25 800 650 80 @ 50˚C 300 24 E9018 ER100-S6 Hot rolled high strength sheet. Excellent formabililty and
E11018 weldability
3CR12 3-20 200 13 700 510 75 @ 20˚C 600 21 E309 E309L Corrosion resistant steel for wet sliding applications
E316 E316L
TECHNICAL DATA - PLATES continued
SUGGESTED WELDING ELECTRODE
For prices or more information visit www.macsteel.co.za11
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION % (LADLE ANALYSIS) TENSILE YIELD ELONGATION % (MIN) MANDREL
QUALITY C Mn P S Si Cu Al Ni Cr STRENGTH STRESS ON GAUGE LENGTH OF DIAMETER
(MIN) (MIN) F0R 1800
Max Max Max Max Max (Mpa) (Mpa) 50 mm 200 mm BEND TEST
COMMERICAL 0.15
QUALITY NOT SPECIFIED
BS 1449 0.20 1.20 0.05 0.05 2t<3mm
HR37/23 - - - - - 370 230 28 20 3t<3mm
HR43/25 0.25 1.20 0.05 0.05
- - - - - 430 250 25 16 3t
HR50/35 0.20 1.50 0.05 0.05
- - - - - 500 350 20 12 3t
KHR 1 0.08 0.45 0.025 0.03 0.02/
- - 0.06 - - 290 170 34 25 FLAT
HR2 0.08 1.54 0.03 0.035
- - - - - 290 170 34 25 FLAT
HR3 0.10 0.50 0.04 0.04
- - - - - 290 170 34 25 FLAT
HR4 0.12 0.60 0.05 0.05 1t<3mm
- - - - - 280 170 25 18 3t<3mm
COLD ROLLED 0.08 0.45 0.025 0.03 0.02/
KCR 1 - - 0.07 - - 280 140 38 29 FLAT
CR 1 0.08 0.45 0.03 0.035
- - - - - 280 140 36 27 FLAT
CR 3 0.10 0.50 0.04 0.04
- - - - -
CR 4 0.12 0.60 0.05 0.05
- - - - - SUBJECT TO NEGOTIATION
TYPICAL CHEMICAL COMPOSITION %
SUPRAFORM 0.02 0.02 2<t<4=35
HR 190 0.06 0.30 0.02 - 0.03 - - 280 190/270 4<t<8=35 - FLAT
HR 220 0.02 0.02 2<t<4=32
0.05 0.25 0.02 - 0.03 - - 320 220/300 4<t<8=34 - FLAT
HR 250 0.02 0.02 2<t<4=30 2<t<4=FLAT
0.10 0.55 0.02 - 0.03 - - 360 250/330 4<t<8=33 - 4<t<8=1t
HR 290 0.02 0.02 2<t<4=27 2<t<4=1t
0.16 0.65 0.02 - 0.03 - - 400 290/370 4<t<8=30 - 4<t<8=1.5t
EVERY EFFORT HAS BEEN  MADE TO ENSURE THE ACCURACY OF THIS INFORMATION, HOWEVER, MACSTEEL CANNOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR INACCURACIES,
CHANGES  IN SPECIFICATIONS OR MISINTERPRETATIONS OF DATA
TECHNICAL DATA - SHEETS
ROOF SHEETING • CHAPA DE TELHADO
Please contact our Structural Steel Division for Sizes not Listed Above.
We cannot accept responsibility for any misinterpretations or inaccuracies of the above.
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Indicated weights relate to Galvanised Materials. All other weights available on application.
Guage Grade Finish Mass kg/m Kg/m2
0.27mm ISQ 550 Z120 1.642 2.691
0.32mm ISQ 550 Z120 1.946 3.189
0.50mm ISQ 550 Z275 3.040 4.984
CORRUGATED
Standard Bullnose
BULLNOSING & CRANKING
Reverse Bullnose Centre Crank Double Bullnose
16 mm
COVER WIDTH - 610 mm
8,5/76
Guage Grade Finish Mass kg/m Kg/m2
0.58mm ISQ 300 See Note 2 5.391 7.188
0.80mm ISQ 230 See Note 2 7.057 9.409
DELTA RIB
46 mm
COVER WIDTH - 750 mm
Guage Grade Finish Mass kg/m Kg/m2
0.40mm ISQ 300 Z160 2.974 3.903
0.50mm ISQ 550 See Note 2 3.718 4.879
0.58mm ISQ 300 See Note 2 4.313 5.660
0.80mm ISQ 230 See Note 2 5.949 7.807
0.47mm G550 See Note 1 3.333 4.374
0.53mm G550 See Note 1 3.846 5.047
CLASSIDEK
16 mm
COVER WIDTH - 762 mm
10,5/76
Guage Grade Finish Mass kg/m Kg/m2
0.40mm ISQ 300 Z160 2.974 4.335
0.50mm ISQ 550 See Note 2 3.718 5.420
0.58mm ISQ 300 See Note 2 4.313 6.287
0.80mm ISQ 230 See Note 2 5.949 8.672
0.47mm G550 See Note 1 3.333 4.859
0.53mm G550 See Note 1 3.846 5.606
FLEKSPAN
37 mm
COVER WIDTH - 686 mm
Guage Grade Finish Mass kg/m Kg/m2
0.50mm ISQ 550 See Note 2 3.778 4.958
0.58mm ISQ550(3t) See Note 2 4.382 5.750
0.80mm ISQ 230 See Note 2 6.045 7.933
0.47mm G550 See Note 1 3.333 4.374
0.53mm G550 See Note 1 3.846 5.047
TL-5
28 mm
COVER WIDTH - 762 mm
Guage Grade Finish Mass kg/m Kg/m2
0.40mm ISQ 300 Z160 2.974 3.903
0.50mm ISQ 550 See Note 2 3.718 4.879
0.58mm ISQ 300 See Note 2 4.313 5.660
0.80mm ISQ 230 See Note 2 5.949 7.807
MS-1
28 mm
COVER WIDTH - 762 mm
Guage Grade Finish Mass kg/m Kg/m2
0.50mm ISQ550(3t) See Note 2 3.778 5.397
0.58mm ISQ550(3t) See Note 2 4.382 6.260
0.47mm G550 See Note 1 3.333 4.761
0.53mm G550 See Note 1 3.846 5.494
KINGKLIP 700
42 mm
COVER WIDTH - 700 mm
GENERAL
The mass and kg/m2 values shown in the table
are for Galvanised and Zincalume® finishes
NOTE 1
Available with either a ZINCALUME-2® (AZ150)
or COLORBOND® coating
NOTE 2
Available with either Galvanised (Z275 & Z600)
or a CHROMADEK® coating
Aluminium and Stainless Steel are available
as specials, subject to minimum quantities
For prices or more information visit www.macsteel.co.za
ROOF ACCESSORIES
Please contact our Structural Steel Division for Sizes not Listed Above.
We cannot accept responsibility for any misinterpretations or inaccuracies of the above.
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SILL FLASHING 150 GIRTH EAVES CLOSURE and TYPICAL GUTTER BARGE BOARD
CURVED BROAD NARROW
CORNER FLUTE FLUTE
FLASHING CLOSURE CLOSURE
DRIP COUNTER STANDARD RIDGING ROLL TOP
FLASHING FLASHING 460 GIRTH RIDGING
Industrial window
Sheeting clip
Flash
Self-tapping screw
or sheeting bolt
Side sheeting
Industrial window
Self-tapping
screw or
sheeting bolt
Flash
Side sheeting
Sheeting clip
Self-tapping s crew
or sheeting bolt
Roof sheet
Gutter
Gutter strap
Side sheet
Eaves Closure
Girt
Roof sheet
Gutter
Gutter strap
Side sheet
Girt
Steel or Timber purline
Eaves Closure
Self-tapping screw
or sheeting bolt
Flash
Steel or Timber purline
Slide
sheets
Dakbedekking
Steel or TImber purline
Roof sheets
Hook Bolt
Flash
10
0
50
75
13
  30
230
230 230
230
FLASHINGS
Counter Mesh
Flash
Top Closure
Counter Mesh grounted
into BWK point
Roof Sheets Sheet turned up
BWK
Wall
Wall
BWK
FlashCounter Meshgrouted into
BWK joint
Roof sheets
Toe closure
Wall
grouted into BWK joint
Corner Flash
FlashSelf-tapping screw or
sheeting bolt
Counter Flash
Self-tapping screw or
sheeting bolt
Roof plates
Grouted into BWK joint
Flash
Roof sheets
Counter Flash
HEADWALL FLASHING 305 GIRTH SIDEWALL FLASHING 305 GIRTH APEX AND HOOD FLASHING 460 GIRTH
Flash
Sheet turned up
Self-tapping screw
or sheet bolt
Toe closure
Foam polyester strip or equivalent
for extra dust and waterproofing
on low pitches
Top closure
Roof
sheets
Flash
Top closure
Purlins
Hood bolt
Flash
Side sheeting
Stiffener edge
Hook bolt
Flash
Self-tapping screw or sheeting screw
Side sheeting
Self-tapping
screw or
sheeting bolt
Flash
CORNER FLASHING 460 GIRTH JAMB FLASHING CLOSED 230 GIRTH JAMB FLASHING OPEN 230 GIRTH
Jamb Flashing BROAD FLUTE out
Flash
Side
sheeting
Hook bolt
Girt
JAMB FLASH Industrial Window
95˚75
230
90˚75
230 23
0
23
0
0
23
0
230
90
170
40
40
Jamb Flashing BROAD FLUTE out
Flash
Side
sheeting
Hook bolt
Girt
JAMB FLASH Industrial Window
170
20
40
For prices or more information visit www.macsteel.co.za
GRATINGS
STAIRTREADS
Please contact our Structural Steel Division for Sizes not Listed Above.
We cannot accept responsibility for any misinterpretations or inaccuracies of the above.
Available in Uncoated, Zincromate or Galvanized Finish. Any other finishes can be sourced on request.
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Mass per Each
GRATING (MILD STEEL)
25 x 4,5 30 x 4,5 40 x 4,5
2400 x 1200 86.000 100.000 125.000
Bearer Size Panel Size Uncoated
Size mm Length mm Width mm Mass kg
25 x 4.5 2400 1200 86
20 x 4.5 2400 1200 100
40 x 4.5 2400 1200 125
THE ABOVE SIZES ARE AVAILABLE IN MILD STEEL - UNCOATED, BITUMEN DIPPED OR GALVANISED
STOCK PANELS AVAILABLE IN RECTAGRID RS40
Stairtread Lengths Stairtread Widths mm Bearer Bar
mm 85 and 25 165 to 285 mm
Side Plate Size
Up to and Including 80 x 4.5 60 x 3 25 x 4.5
751 to 1000 80 x 4.5 60 x 3 30 x 4.5
1001 to 1200 80 x 4.5 80 x 4.5 40 x 4.5
SPECIFICATIONS
Size Uncoated
mm Mass
Kg
600 x 205 4.4
600 x 245 5.1
750 x 205 5.4
750 x 245 6.1
900 x 245 8.1
1000 x 285 10.2
STOCK SIZES
RS40 RS80
POSITIVE NON SLIP
For prices or more information visit www.macsteel.co.za
HANDRAIL STANCHIONS
Available in Uncoated, Zincromate or Galvanized Finish. Any other finishes can be sourced on request.
Please contact our Structural Steel Division for Sizes not Listed Above.
We cannot accept responsibility for any misinterpretations or inaccuracies of the above.
15 For prices or more information visit www.macsteel.co.za
HANDRAIL STANCHIONS continued
Available in Uncoated, Zincromate or Galvanized Finish. Any other finishes can be sourced on request.
Please contact our Structural Steel Division for Sizes not Listed Above.
We cannot accept responsibility for any misinterpretations or inaccuracies of the above.
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STANCHIONS (ZINC CHROMATE COATED)
For prices or more information visit www.macsteel.co.za
HANDRAILS • CORREMAOS E ACCESORIOS
17
Mass per Each
HANDRAIL BENDS AND CLOSURES (ZINC CHROMATE COATED)
Available in Uncoated, Zincromate or Galvanized Finish. Any other finishes can be sourced on request.
Please contact our Structural Steel Division for Sizes not Listed Above.
We cannot accept responsibility for any misinterpretations or inaccuracies of the above.
For prices or more information visit www.macsteel.co.za
EXPANDED METAL • CHAPA EXTENDIDA
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EXPANDED METAL DIMENSIONS
How to specify your mesh dimensions
FLATTENED
RAISED
STRAND STRAND MASS PERTYPE SWM LWM WIDTH THICKNESS SHEET
MENTEX 38/VEM 484 40 140 6 4.5 31.3
MENTEX 43/VEM 305B 40 115 6 4.5 31.3
MENTEX 43A/VEM 305A 40 115 4.5 4.5 23.4
MENTEX 63/VEM 355G 30 80 3 3.0 13.9
MENTEX 70/VEM 325A 20 60 6 4.5 62.5
MENTEX 72/VEM 325G 20 60 3 3.0 20.8
MENTEX 80A/VEM 318H 15 40 3 .5 23.2
MENTEX 82/VEM 318F 15 40 2.5 1.6 10
MENTEX 118/VEM 315F 10 30 2.5 1.6 18.5
MENTEX 130/VEM 280D 8 20 2 1.0 11.6
MENTEX 300/VEM 311E 45 80 3 3.0 16.7
MENTEX 304/VEM 320G 25 50 3 3.0 16.7
DIMENSIONS - RAISED
STRAND STRAND MASS PERTYPE SWM LWM WIDTH THICKNESS SHEET
Flatex 338/VEM 6311F 50 80 4.5 2.5 10.4
Flatex 344/VEM 6320C 25 50 3 1.6 8.9
Flatex 346/VEM 6320H 25 50 4.5 3.0 25.0
Flatex 348/VEM 6320E 25 50 4.5 2.5 20.8
Flatex 349/VEM 6320D 25 50 3 2.0 11.1
Flatex 352/VEM 6318F 15 40 3 1.6 14.8
Flatex 358/VEM 6315F 10 30 3 1.6 22.2
Flatex 362/VEM 6280E 8 20 2 1.0 11.6
DIMENSIONS - FLATTENED
Please note that all flattened meshes will be slightly thinner than specifications shown above 
(approximately 20%) caused by cold rolling the material flat.
Various other types are available on request.
Please contact our Structural Steel Division for Sizes not Listed Above.
We cannot accept responsibility for any misinterpretations or inaccuracies of the above.
Standard Sheet Size 1200 x 2400
Standard Sheet Size 1200 x 2400
LENGTH OF MESH (LWM)
SHORTWAY
OF MESH
(SWM)
STRAND
THICKNESS STRAND
WIDTH
LONGWAY OF MESH (LWM)
SHORTWAY OF MESH
(SWM)
WIDTH
THICKNESS
For prices or more information visit www.macsteel.co.za
FENCING • PRODUCTOS DE VEDACAO
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FENCING AND RELATED MATERIALS
Please contact our Structural Steel Division for Sizes not Listed Above.
We cannot accept responsibility for any misinterpretations or inaccuracies of the above.
FIELD FENCE
Height from 900mm - 2110mm
6 to 14 horizontal line wires, spaced
vertically at 150mm or 300mm apart
in lightly or fully galvanised finish
Standard rolls - 100m long
RAZOR WIRE • ARAME LAMINADA A FRIO
Concertina Coil - 450mm, 730mm and 980mm
diamater coils
Flat Wrap Coil - 500mm, 700mm and 900mm
diamater coils
Unclipped - 200 metre roll
BARBED WIRE • ARAME FERPADO
Iowa
Karoo I
Karoo II
Light or fully galvanised finish
GALVANISED WIRE • ARAME GALVANIZADO
High Strain Wire - lightly or fully galvanised
finish in 50kg coils
Plain Galvanised Wire - 1,6mm to 4,0mm
diameter wire in 5kg or 50kg coils
Galvanised Binding Wire - 0,71mm to 2,0mm
daimeter wire in 500 gram coils
FENCING POSTS & STAYS
Posts aluminium painted complete with cap
and base in 76mm or 101mm diameter pipe
1,8m, 2,1m, 2,4m or 3,0m lengths
Stays aluminium painted complete with base
in 38mm or 50mm diameter pipe, 1,8m,
2,1m 2,4m or 3,0m lengths
For prices or more information visit www.macsteel.co.za
FENCING continued • PRODUCTOS DE VEDACAO
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WELDED MESH, INDUSTRIAL MESH FENCING & GATE MATERIAL
Please contact our Structural Steel Division for Sizes not Listed Above.
We cannot accept responsibility for any misinterpretations or inaccuracies of the above.
BRICKFORCE
75mm x 20 metre rolls
150mm x 20 metre rolls
DIAMOND MESH AND NETTING WIRE
Diamond Mesh - various heights, apertures and wire
diameters in 30 metre rolls
Netting Wire - various heights, apertures and wire diameters
in 50 metre rolls
FENCING Y-STANDARDS,
I-PROFILE AND DROPPERS
Y-Standards - 1,850m 2,450m and 3,050m lengths
I-Profile - 1,850m and 2,450m lengths
Droppers - 1,250m 1,400m 1,850m and 2,450m lengths
Security Y-Standards - 2,450m and 3,050m lengths with a
450mm overhang
GATES
Auction Gates - Heavy weight 1,2m height and various lengths
Boere Gates - Heavy weight 1,2m height and various lengths
Diamond Mesh Gates - Single or double leaf 1,2m or 1,8m heights and various lengths
Farm Gates - Medium or heavy weight 1,2m heights and various lengths
Security Gates - Single or double leaf 1,8m or 2,4m heights and various lengths with a 450mm overhang
For prices or more information visit www.macsteel.co.za
VALUE ADDED SERVICES
Materials can be cut to any lengths. All cutting is done according to customers specifications. Mitre cuts up to 45˚ are possible.
All cut material is bundled, strapped and marked according to the customers specifications, prior to despatch. 
All small items are placed in drums or bags and are tagged for identification purposes.
Profiling
Cellular Beams, Castellated Beams, T-Pieces, Haunches.
Cellular Beams
The Geometry of cellular floor and roof beams are chosen to suit the requirements of each specific case.
Given the client’s maximum depth and minimum service opening size the optimum cellular beam can be designed.
Macsteel Trading have an office based design service to provide advice and full designs. To help optimize the design of a specific project and assist
engineers to gain familiarity and expertise in cellular beam design, Macsteel staff will attend project design meetings. In-house technical seminars to
promote the efficient design of cellular beams and proficiency with the associated software, CELLBEAM can be arranged. Technical support will be offered
without charge or obligation. For free design service, brochures, software and training contact your Macsteel Trading branch.
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Please contact our Structural Steel Division for Sizes not Listed Above.
We cannot accept responsibility for any misinterpretations or inaccuracies of the above.
FlexibleFlexible
Flexible
For prices or more information visit www.macsteel.co.za
CELLULAR BEAMS
22
Please contact our Structural Steel Division for Sizes not Listed Above.
We cannot accept responsibility for any misinterpretations or inaccuracies of the above.
For prices or more information visit www.macsteel.co.za
PALISADE FENCING
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Palisade Fencing
Slotted Channels are used for the Crosses. Spacings are available in 160 and 180mm centres. 40x40x2.0, 2.5 or 3.0mm Hot Rolled angles are used for the
Palisade Palings. 76x76x1.6mm Hot Rolled Tubes are used for the Palisade Poles. Palisade Pole Caps are manufactured to fit.
Slotted Channels Spike Types
Industrial 7-Spike Industrial Domestic Spike Devils Fork
Slotted Channel Centre to Centre Number of Palings
2000mm 180mm 11
2400mm 180mm 13
3000mm 180mm 16
2000mm 160mm 12
2400mm 160mm 15
3000mm 160mm 18
Advantages
Ease of assembly. Suited for DIY market. Stronger and more durable product. Aesthetically pleasing. Competitive pricing. Different sizes for various applications.
Should you have any special palisade requests please contact your Macsteel Trading branch.
Domestic Industrial
Please contact our Structural Steel Division for Sizes not Listed Above.
We cannot accept responsibility for any misinterpretations or inaccuracies of the above.
For prices or more information visit www.macsteel.co.za
For prices or more information visit www.macsteel.co.za
For prices or more information visit www.macsteel.co.za24
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City Cottage Education Center
ARCE Senior Project
Fall 2017
Lilongwe, Malawi
Connor Flora & Alex Remiticado
Agenda
● Project Overview and Background
● Client issues and resolutions
● Design Development
● Project Travel
● Personal Reflections
Journeyman International
Speedo Mdaka Legacy Project
   LOCATION:  Ngcobo, South Africa
         CLIENT:  Kanya Mdaka, Speedo Mdaka Legacy
    PURPOSE:  Youth Empowerment Center
 ARCHITECT:  Xianlong Zheng
Fig. 1 Initial Concept  Renderings
Ngcobo, South Africa
Fig. 2 Ngcobo location
Fig. 3 Ngcobo Township
Design Development
Fig. 4 2nd Concept  Renderings (Above)
Fig. 5 Architect’s Exploded Diagram (Left)
Client Issues
● Disagreements
○ Client vs. Architect
○ JI President vs. Client
● Designs did not capture “African Spirit”
● Total Redesign demanded
○ Not feasible 
○ Not considerate to Architect
→ Ties cut with client, project placed on hold...
City Cottage Education Center
  LOCATION:  Chilawende Village, Lilongwe, Malawi 
        CLIENT:  Luke Dolby, City Cottage
   PURPOSE:  Education Center
ARCHITECT:  Xianlong Zheng
Final Architectural Design
Travel
● 26 hour journey
● Visit steel manufacturer
○ MACSTEEL
● Visit existing construction sites
● Tour local brickyard
● Speak to local Architect

Staying with a Host Family
● In-depth guide to Malawi geographically and 
culturally
● Authentic Malawian cuisine 
● Amenities of the Developing World
● Tea Time
Immersion
● Meeting Local Tribe
● Refugee Camp
● Liwonde National Park
● Local Markets and Cuisine
● Lake Malawi
Structural Design
Structural Design

Steel
Rammed Earth
Lessons Learned
● Design Practice in the Developing 
World
● Unpredictable Clients
● Adaptability
Reflections

QUESTIONS?
